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ABSTRACT 

Additively Manufactured Vanadium Dioxide (VO2) based Radio Frequency Switches and 

Reconfigurable Components 

Shuai Yang 

In a wireless system, the frequency-reconfigurable RF components are highly desired 

because one such component can replace multiple RF components to reduce the size, 

cost, and weight. Typically, the reconfigurable RF components are realized using 

capacitive varactors, PIN diodes, or MEMS switches. Most of these RF switches are 

expensive, rigid, and need tedious soldering steps, which are not suitable for futuristic 

flexible and wearable applications. Therefore, there is a need to have a solution for low 

cost, flexible, and easy to integrate RF switches.  

All the above-mentioned issues can be alleviated if these switches can be simply printed 

at the place of interest. In this work, we have demonstrated vanadium dioxide (VO2) 

based RF switches that have been realized through additive manufacturing technologies 

(inkjet printing and screen printing), which dramatically brings the cost down to a few 

cents. Also, no soldering or additional attachment step is required as the switch can be 

simply printed on the RF component. The printed VO2 switches are configured in two 

types (shunt configuration and series configuration) where both types have been 

characterized with two activation mechanisms (thermal activation and electrical 

activation) up to 40 GHz. The measured insertion loss of 1-3 dB, isolation of 20-30 dB, and 
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switching speed of 400 ns are comparable to other non-printed and expensive RF 

switches.  

As an application for the printed VO2 switches, a fully printed frequency reconfigurable 

filter has also been designed in this work. An open-ended dual-mode resonator with 

meandered loadings has been co-designed with the VO2 switches, resulting in a compact 

filter with decent insertion loss of 2.6 dB at both switchable frequency bands (4 GHz and 

3.75 GHz). Moreover, the filter is flexible and highly immune to the bending effect, which 

is essential for wearable applications. 

Finally, a multi-parameter (switch thickness, width, length, temperature) model has been 

established using a customized artificial neural network (ANN) to achieve a faster 

simulation speed.  The optimized model’s average error and correlation coefficient are 

only 0.0003 and 0.9905, respectively, which both indicate the model’s high accuracy.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Modern wireless devices, such as smartphones, aim to integrate many functionalities in 

the device while keeping the size, cost, and weight as low as possible. An important aspect 

of achieving multi-functionality is to support the ever-increasing multi-band requirement 

for various communication systems and communication protocols at different frequency 

bands. For example, the global system for mobile communications (GSM) typically works 

at 900 MHz and 1800 MHz, whereas 3rd and 4th generation (3G and 4G) typically operate 

from 2 GHz to 3 GHz [1]. The Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation system is typically 

in the band of 1.5 GHz, and WiFi occupies 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz [2]–[4].  The emerging 5G 

technology has other operating frequency bands, such as sub-6 GHz and millimeter-wave 

5G frequencies starting at 24 GHz [5].  

To support all of the above wireless standards, many sets of RF components must be 

integrated. This requirement leads to the devices being relatively large, heavy, and 

expensive. It is thus highly desirable for RF components – especially the two most space-

occupying components, namely antennas and filters – to be frequency reconfigurable. 

This means that a single antenna or filter can cover more than one frequency band by 

simply switching its operating frequency on demand. In this case, instead of having 

multiple RF component sets, one or two reconfigurable RF components are sufficient to 
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cover all the necessary frequency bands. Hence, substantial space and cost savings can 

be achieved. 

In addition to covering multiple bands in wireless devices, reconfigurable RF components 

hold utility for other application scenarios. It is known that the operating frequency bands 

for the same wireless standards can vary slightly in different parts of the world. For 

example, the GSM frequency bands in Sweden range from 791 MHz to 821 MHz, whereas 

in China the range is from 825 MHz to 835 MHz [6]. To produce a global device that can 

be adapted for various wireless standards globally, reconfigurable RF components can be 

employed to enable frequency adjustment. 

1.1.1 Fully printed VO2-based RF switch  

It is clear that reconfigurable or tunable RF components are needed in the wireless 

industry. The core component for achieving reconfigurability is typically an RF switch, 

which can block or allow RF signals to pass through, based on the applied stimuli. Various 

switches, such as PIN diodes, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), and varactor 

diodes, have been utilized to achieve reconfigurability. However, each type has its 

drawbacks. 

The most important drawback of the available switches is that they are created through 

expensive fabrication methods, which require complicated and time-consuming 

processing steps as well as expensive materials and tools. Hence, the cost of an individual 

switch is high. For example, an RF switch (SKY13408-465LF) from Skyworks Solutions Inc. 
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has an operating frequency of 1–6 GHz with features of 24 dB isolation and 1.1 dB IL at 

6 GHz. The unit price listed on the Digikey website is USD 2.5 [7].  

Cost becomes critical for switches covering higher frequency bands. For example, another 

commercially available RF switch, based on metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor 

(MESFET) nanofabrication technology, is the HMC1084LC4 switch from Analog Devices 

Inc [8].  It operates from 23 GHz to 30 GHz, with an isolation of 26 dB and an IL of 3.3 dB; 

the price of this switch is around USD 38.1. In addition to the high price, the switches 

discussed here require connection strategies, such as soldering, when integrated in an RF 

system. 

Recently, phase-change materials, such as VO2 and chalcogenides, have been recognized 

as interesting alternatives for switching applications. The reason is their tunable electrical 

properties under external stimuli such as heat or DC current. The VO2 has gained much 

attention because it exhibits metal-insulator transition (MIT) in a reversible fashion at the 

relatively low temperature of 68°C [9]. This quality renders VO2 a promising material for 

high-speed switching and reconfigurable devices. A variety of techniques, such as pulsed 

laser deposition (PLD), electron beam evaporation, and RF sputtering, have been utilized 

to fabricate high-quality VO2 films for RF switches. These switches demonstrate adequate 

RF performance [10]–[14]. However, they all require cleanroom-based nanofabrication 

technologies, which inevitably involve expensive equipment to provide strong vacuum 

conditions and sometimes very high processing temperatures during fabrication. In 

addition, multiple expensive masks are required for the fabrication. Overall, the existing 
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VO2 switches in the literature incur the same issue as commercial switches, namely high 

cost. Moreover, they present integration issues with the RF filters and antennas, which 

are typically realized on relatively large printed circuit boards and do not utilize 

cleanroom-based or nano-fabrication processes.  

Unlike the above nanofabrication technologies, additive manufacturing techniques – such 

as inkjet, screen, and 3D printing – offer highly scalable manufacturing processes at low 

cost. Such manufacturing techniques have been utilized to create sensors, transistors, RF 

inductors, RF capacitors, RF filters, RF identification (RFID) tags, and so on [15]–[23]. There 

have been a few reports about printed RF switches, including a MEMS-based switch and 

printed carbon nanotube FET-based switch [24]–[26]. However, they were either partially 

printed or operated at limited low-frequency ranges, which is unfavorable for practical 

applications. To the author’s knowledge, no MIT-based RF switch had been demonstrated 

entirely through a printing process. A possible reason for this paucity may be the lack of 

availability of a suitable ink to deposit high-quality thin films for RF-switching purposes. 

As mentioned above, VO2 is a promising phase-change material that is suitable for RF-

switching applications. In this dissertation, a printing process for a custom VO2 ink is 

demonstrated, which enables fully printed RF switches at a low cost (a few cents). The 

printed VO2 switches are characterized up to 40 GHz, with various triggering mechanisms 

(thermal or electrical); different configurations (series or shunt); and at different switch 

sizes (switch thickness, width, and length). This work explores the potential applications 

for reconfigurable RF electronics.  
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1.1.2 Fully printed reconfigurable filter based on VO2 switch 

Achieving a fully printed switch is the first step; the next step is its implementation for 

various reconfigurable RF components. As mentioned above, the filter is one of the most 

space-consuming components in an RF system. Currently, the frequency reconfigurability 

in filters is achieved through discretely packaged surface mounting components, such as 

PIN diodes, MEMS, and varactors. However, these switching components are neither 

flexible nor low-cost. An attachment method such as soldering is required to connect the 

switching components to the reconfigurable filter, which is cumbersome and possibly 

incompatible with many flexible substrates.  

These issues can be alleviated if a fully printed VO2 switch is introduced in the 

reconfigurable filter. In addition, flexibility renders reconfigurable filters appealing for 

many applications that require bendability, such as wearable devices. To the author’s 

knowledge, no fully printed and flexible reconfigurable filters currently exist that could be 

used in wireless devices. Thus, developing a fully printed filter with features of frequency 

reconfigurability, high flexibility, ultra-low cost, and light weight is highly desirable. 

In this dissertation, a fully printed VO2-based reconfigurable filter is demonstrated using 

a flexible and lightweight polymer substrate. The VO2 switch and filter are co-designed to 

achieve optimal performance. In addition, some design techniques are adapted to 

achieve a small filter size. 

1.1.3 Modeling the switch with ANN 
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As mentioned above, fully printed VO2 switches were utilized in reconfigurable filters. 

However, other applications are also possible and many other low-cost reconfigurable RF 

components can be realized by employing the VO2 switch. For RF designers to make full 

use of this switch, an accurate computer aided design (CAD) model is essential.  

In this dissertation, a novel and extensive machine-learning-based ANN model of VO2 

switch is developed, which is fast and accurate.  This model can be used in commercial 

design tools and simulators to design reconfigurable RF components. 

1.2 Objectives 

The overall aim of this dissertation is to develop and characterize the fully printed VO2-

based switches for RF applications. Furthermore, the author wanted to demonstrate fully 

printed, flexible, and reconfigurable RF filters that utilized the printed VO2-based switch 

for reconfigurability. These demonstrations can be useful for several applications in 

wearable electronics and the Internet of Things (IoT). Finally, the author wanted to 

develop a robust CAD model for the printed VO2 switch to enable its widespread use in 

other reconfigurable RF applications. The detailed objectives of this dissertation are as 

follows: 

1. To create a robust and repeatable printing process by optimizing the parameters 

of the material inkjet printer or screen printer and the curing conditions for the 

newly made VO2 ink. 
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2. To completely characterize the DC and RF performance of the various RF switch 

configurations with respect to triggering mechanisms. 

3. To demonstrate fully printed reconfigurable RF filters, based on printed VO2 

switches, which feature compactness, flexibility, and low cost. These traits are 

essential for wearable and IoT applications. 

4. To develop a neural-network-based VO2 switch CAD model to simulate the 

behavior of these switches in various simulation and design tools.  

1.3 Challenges 

The following challenges must be overcome to achieve the objectives stated in the 

previous section:  

1. For the newly developed VO2 ink, all the jetting parameters must be adjusted to 

achieve stable and non-blocking drop flows. This involves waveform optimization, 

firing-voltage and frequency tuning, cleaning processes, cartridge and platen 

temperature adjustment, and so on. This process must be robust and repeatable. 

2. As a phase-change material, VO2 can easily change to a phase other than the 

desired one through oxidation or reduction processes. Thus, finding a mature 

curing recipe can be challenging. 

3. Incorporating the printed VO2 switch in reconfigurable RF components is also 

challenging, in both the design stage and the fabrication stage. Because the work 

focuses on flexible electronics, the performance of the switch and reconfigurable 
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RF components must be stable under bent conditions. The reconfigurable filter 

that is chosen as the demonstrator for reconfigurable RF components must be 

small and stable under flexible conditions.  

4. Instead of conventional modelling, a novel neural-network-based model was 

developed for the as-printed VO2 switch. Given the uniqueness of the printed VO2 

switch, which had various controllable parameters (e.g. thickness and length), the 

creation of a versatile ANN-based switch model was quite challenging.  

1.4 Organization 

The structure of this dissertation is outlined below. 

Chapter 2. Background and Literature Review:  Several subjects are covered in this 

dissertation, including the two printing techniques of inkjet versus screen printing, design 

methodology of RF switches and reconfigurable bandpass filters, and the construction of 

a model using machine learning (ML) approaches. The background and certain 

fundamentals regarding RF switches, reconfigurable filters, and ML approaches are 

covered in this chapter. An extensive literature review was conducted regarding work on 

RF switches, reconfigurable bandpass filters, and the modeling of switches. 

Chapter 3. Inkjet-printed VO2-based RF Switch: The printed RF switch based on VO2 is 

presented in this chapter. Different switch configuration types (series or shunt) and 

switch triggering mechanisms (thermally or electrically triggered) are covered. Complete 

DC and RF characterizations are conducted. 
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Chapter 4. Fully Printed Filter using a VO2 Switch: To further demonstrate the application 

of the proposed VO2 switch in reconfigurable RF components, the complete design and 

measurement of a fully printed filter is presented. The filter is suitable for wearable and 

IoT applications, where requirements such as light weight, flexibility, low cost, and 

compactness are important. All four requirements were met by our fully printed 

reconfigurable filter through adequate consideration in the design and fabrication stages. 

Chapter 5. Modelling the VO2 Switch through ANN: To enable the widespread use of the 

switch in other reconfigurable RF components and systems, a CAD model is built. A novel 

ANN-based model is built for the proposed VO2 switch. This model utilizes ML theory, 

which features fast prediction, accurate synthesis (simulation), and the capacity for out-

of-range (extrapolation) prediction. Models with different structures are built and 

compared to find the optimal model. The optimized model is selected, and the predicted 

results are compared with the actual measured results.  

Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future Work: This chapter presents a summary of the work in 

this dissertation. In addition, potential improvements on the related works are briefly 

discussed for future investigation. 

1.5 Contributions 

1. Successful development of an inkjet printing recipe for customized VO2 

nanoparticle ink. 
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2. Fully printed RF switch design and implementation, and extensive DC and RF 

characterization (operating at up to 40 GHz) for both current and thermal stimuli. 

This is the first demonstration of a fully printed MIT-based RF switch. 

3. Design and fabrication of a VO2-based dual-mode frequency reconfigurable filter 

that is suitable for wearable and IoT applications. Low cost, low footprint, lowest-

possible IL, and high flexibility are achieved in this filter performance.  

4. Successful development of a VO2 switch model employing neural network. The 

model is intended to provide a black box for other designers to develop 

reconfigurable RF components with our proposed VO2 switch. Various design 

parameters (including thickness, width, length, and two switch configurations) are 

included. The switch behavior under ON condition, OFF condition, and the 

transition condition (intermediate, i.e. half ON and half OFF) is included. 
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Chapter 2 Background and Literature Review 

As mentioned in chapter 1, this dissertation focuses on three main aspects: 1) the design, 

fabrication, and characterization of fully printed VO2-based RF switches of various sizes; 

2) the design, fabrication, and characterization of fully printed reconfigurable filters 

employing VO2 switches; and 3) the development of a machine-learning-based VO2 switch 

model utilizing an ANN.  

To clarify the discussion in this dissertation, some background and fundamentals are 

detailed in this chapter. This includes the basics of additive manufacturing, RF switch type 

and classification, MIT materials, the basics of RF filters, and the fundamentals of ANN. 

The chapter also presents a literature review of previous work on RF switches, 

reconfigurable filters, and printed filters, as well as the modeling of an RF switch. 

2.1 Additive Manufacturing Techniques 

Conventional electronic devices and components are typically fabricated in a subtractive 

fashion. This means that the material is first deposited on a host substrate and then a 

pattern is etched by removing (subtracting) the extra material. The blanket deposition 

and removal wastes much material. However, more sophisticated fabrication in a 

cleanroom requires steps such as material deposition, etching, lithography, and mask 

alignment. This process must be conducted in a particle-free environment (i.e., 

cleanroom), which is a highly expensive facility. In addition, the equipment involved in 

such fabrication – such as sputter, plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), 
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contact aligner, and laser writer – is expensive. Hence, the overall fabrication cost is 

extremely high. In addition to the cost, almost all the fabrication steps in the cleanroom 

are time-consuming, and thus, fabrication time becomes rather long.  

The material waste is an environmental concern in subtractive processes. Regarding 

material compatibility, since high-pressure or high-temperature conditions are typically 

involved in many fabrication steps, only a few types of rigid substrates are compatible, 

such as Silicon or GaAs. Therefore, typical flexible substrates are not suitable as they 

cannot withstand high temperatures and pressures.  

Given the rapid advancement of wearable devices and the IoT in recent years, many 

wireless sensors and electronic circuits must be compatible with non-planar surfaces. 

Tens of billions of devices are estimated to form a global market that necessitates such 

devices being flexible and lightweight, with costs as low as possible. Additive 

manufacturing processes can meet these requirements. Unlike conventional subtractive 

manufacturing processes, additive manufacturing techniques can deposit and pattern 

functional materials on the designated area in a single step. This leads to savings in both 

fabrication time and material usage. Moreover, additive manufacturing methods do not 

have stringent requirements for the working environment. The need for an expensive 

cleanroom environment is eliminated, further reducing the fabrication costs. Lastly, 

additive manufacturing processes are typically compatible with most substrate types. It 

is possible to use flexible substrates that are essential for conformal applications. 
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Several techniques, such as inkjet printing, gravure printing, screen printing, and aerosol 

jet printing, are used for additive manufacturing. In this dissertation, inkjet printing and 

screen printing are employed due to their availability in the laboratory and relatively 

simple processing steps. The fundamentals of these two printing techniques are 

introduced in the following sections. In addition, examples of RF components realized 

through additive manufacturing are discussed. 

2.1.1 Principles of inkjet printing 

Inkjet printing is a highly popular additive manufacturing method because of its fully 

digital nature, which enables a drop-on-demand (DoD) process without requiring masks. 

The inkjet printer employed in this dissertation was a piezoelectric-based printer (Dimatix 

DMP-2831 from Fujifilm Inc) with minimum printable feature sizes of several tens of 

micrometers. 

An illustration of the workflow of a typical piezoelectric print head is shown in Figure 2.1 

[27]. The critical part of a print head is the bimorph, shown as a black bar in the figure, 

which is composed of a piezoelectric material, PZT, and silicon. Its shape can be deformed 

by applying external voltage. To initiate the jetting, a constant high voltage is applied on 

the bimorph (or PZT) to force it to deflect, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (a). Next, the applied 

voltage is ramped down to reposition the bimorph, which results in the ink flowing from 

the reservoir into the chamber in readiness for the next step, shown in Figure 2.1 (b). 

Then, the voltage ramps up again to cause a deformation toward the chamber to push 
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the ink out of the nozzle to produce an ink droplet. Finally, the print head reverts to its 

initial condition and becomes ready for the next cycle. 

Unlike office inkjet printers, this inkjet printer is designed for jetting various functional 

inks, such as conductive inks, dielectric inks, and semiconductor inks. To print a variety of 

inks, several parameters in the printer must be adjusted to achieve optimal jetting 

performance. The applied voltage at different stages, also called waveform, is the critical 

parameter and must be customized for individual inks. Optimized waveforms for certain 

inks are shown in Figure 2.2. These examples indicate different waveforms, with differing 

overall jetting time, jetting slew rate, and normalized voltage levels. 

In addition to the waveform, many other jetting parameters, such as ink chamber 

temperature, platen temperature, meniscus pressure, jetting frequency, drop spacing, 

and absolute applied voltage, have significant influences on the jetting performance and 

eventually the quality of the printed patterns. Such parameters need to be adjusted and 

optimized along with the waveform, iteratively for every new ink. 
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Figure 2.1: Cross-section of a typical piezoelectric jetting unit (depicted from Fujifilm 

Dimatix Inc. supporting material). (a) Print head in standby condition, (b) print head 

draws ink from reservoir by lowering the applied voltage, and (c) print head jets the ink 

by increasing the applied voltage, then returns to standby mode. 
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Figure 2.2: Six waveforms for inks with different properties. The Y-axis is a unitless 

normalized voltage; this value must be multiplied by the absolute firing voltage. Red 

curves represent the waveform of the print head in its jetting condition. Black curves 

represent the waveform of the print head in its non-jetting (standby) condition, which 

prevents ink drying at the orifice or nozzle clogging. 

2.1.2 Principles of screen-printing process 

Other than inkjet printing, screen printing is another widely used additive manufacturing 

technique. It features less adjustable parameters (squeegee speed, scraping force, and 

screen-substrate gap) and faster printing speeds (more than 200 mm/s). Its utilization of 

screens or masks renders it more suitable for batch fabrication, where frequent pattern 

change is not required. To illustrate the screen-printing process, a workflow diagram of 

the basic screen-printing steps is shown in Figure 2.3. First, the substrate is loaded into 

the screen printer and placed below the screen with a small gap. A suitable amount of ink 
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is placed on the upper side of the screen, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a). Then, the squeegee 

is positioned on the screen and begins scraping from one end to the other. The ink is 

transferred to the substrate through holes on the screen, as illustrated in Figure 2.3 (b). 

Lastly, the squeegee is raised again to separate the screen from the substrate, allowing 

the substrate to be removed (Figure 2.3 (c)).  

The screen-printing process is especially useful to print materials with a thickness of more 

than 2 µm. For deposition of thin materials, inkjet printing is more suitable as the 

thickness for a single layer is in the range of hundreds of nanometers. 
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Figure 2.3: The screen-printing fabrication process. (a) The functional ink is placed in 

front of the squeegee and the substrate is loaded into the screen-printer; (b) the 

squeegee scrapes forward at a certain speed and pressure, and ink is transferred to the 

substrate through holes in the screen; (c) the squeegee moves up to complete the 

screen-printing process. 
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2.1.3 RF Components in additive manufacturing  

Additive manufacturing processes have enabled the creation of many electronic 

components. For example, various sensors – such as environmental sensors, microfluidic 

sensors, pH sensors, blood sensors, and gas sensors [28]–[32] – have been fabricated 

through partial or full printing steps. Other electronic devices, such as transistors [33]–

[37], RF inductors [16], [38]–[40], RF capacitors [16], [38], [41]–[43], RF filters [16], [18], 

[44], [45], and RFID tags [46]–[50], have also been demonstrated via printing processes in 

recent publications.  

This dissertation focuses on a fully printed RF switch and its applications. Therefore, 

printed RF switches in the literature are explained in detail in the following sections. 

Overall, there is a clear trend that additive manufacturing processes will play a major role 

in RF electronic fabrication in the future. 

2.2 RF Switches and VO2 

The RF switch is also called a microwave switch. This device is capable of allowing or 

blocking the transmission of high-frequency signals from one point to another. It has been 

used widely in many RF applications. In this section, the specifications of a typical RF 

switch are introduced, followed by the classification and comparison of different types of 

RF switches. In addition, the basic features of MIT material are described; such material 

is a promising candidate for reconfigurable RF switches. Lastly, the VO2-based switch and 

the printed RF switch are discussed. 
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2.2.1 Specifications for RF switches 

There are many aspects to consider when comparing RF switches; these points include 

power consumption, frequency range, IL, isolation, and switching speed. Some of the 

important parameters for RF switches are introduced below. 

Frequency range describes the maximum and minimum frequency range in which an RF 

switch can operate efficiently. The performance of the switch, particularly the IL and the 

isolation, should be optimal within this range. 

IL is a parameter to characterizes the decrease in amplitude of the RF signal due to power 

loss when it passes through the RF switch. IL is a measure of how efficiently the RF signal 

is transmitted through the RF switch in the ON condition. The IL is a function of the 

frequency. Typically, IL is not a linear scale and its unit is dBs. 

Isolation is a parameter to describe how effectively the switch stops the transmission of 

the RF signal from one point to the other in the OFF condition. For example, if 1 W 

(30 dBm) of power is delivered to one end of the RF switch in the OFF condition, and 

0.001 W (0 dBm) of power is received at the other end of the switch, the switch has an 

isolation of 1000 or 30 dBs. Similar to IL, isolation is a function of frequency. 

Switching speed describes the speed of an RF switch when transitioning between the ON 

and OFF conditions. Different types of RF switch have different switching speeds, and the 

switching speed can be as fast as nanoseconds or as slow as milliseconds. 
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Power handling is a parameter to describe the limits of the power an individual RF switch 

can handle. If the RF signal is too large, the RF switch might not be able to appropriately 

block the signal when the switch is OFF and might not be able to transfer the signal 

without signal distortion in its ON state. In certain cases, the RF switch can be 

permanently damaged due to a high-power RF signal. 

Operating life is a parameter to describe how long an RF switch can operate before it 

malfunctions. This is typically measured as the number of switching cycles. 

Power consumption describes how much power an RF switch uses for the switching 

operation (turning ON or OFF) or for maintaining the switching condition.  

Impedance matching describes how well the input/output port of the switch matches the 

source or load. A matched characteristic impedance between the switch and its 

connecting circuit ensures maximal RF-power transfer with minimal RF-signal reflection. 

Certain additional aspects are also important in the real fabrication and application 

scenarios for RF switches. These issues include the cost, size, integration method (typically 

soldering), and flexibility – which is especially useful in flexible applications. 

2.2.2 Classification and comparison of RF switches 

Several kinds RF switches exist, such as the PIN diode-based switch, the MEMS-based 

switch, and the transistor-based switch. Each type of RF switch has specific advantages 
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and disadvantages. Details regarding the different types of RF switches are provided 

below. 

PIN diode-based RF switch: Similar to the ordinary PN diode, the PIN diode behaves as a 

current-controlled resistor. It allows current to flow in one direction when forward biased 

and blocks the current when reverse biased. However, the PIN diode, unlike the PN diode, 

has an undoped intrinsic semiconductor region sandwiched between the heavily doped 

P-type and N-type semiconductor layers that are used as ohmic contacts. The structure 

of a typical PIN diode is shown in Figure 2.4. The PIN diode achieves faster operation than 

PN diode and is thus suitable for high-frequency operations. Therefore, PIN diode is 

widely used as an RF switch. Typically, PIN diodes provide adequate linearity and can be 

used for high frequencies. One disadvantage is that the PIN diode switch cannot work at 

low-frequency ranges, typically in the range of MHz. This is because at low frequencies, 

the stored electron or hole charges in the intrinsic region can be fully swept, leading to 

the diode turning off. In addition, power consumption is high because constant DC is 

required to maintain the switch’s ON condition. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Structure of a typical PIN diode. Green represents heavily p-doped region, 

blue represents heavily n-doped region, and yellow represents undoped region. 
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Transistor-based RF switch: FETs can be used as RF switches. The gate is used as the 

control terminal, whereas the source and drain are used as two RF signal terminals; this 

structure is shown in Figure 2.5. Unlike the PIN diode switch, FET- based switches can 

operate at low frequencies, down to DC. However, when the operating frequency 

increases, the IL and isolation deteriorate rapidly. In addition, the performance of the FET-

based RF switch in terms of switching speed and power handling is typically inferior to 

that of the PIN diode. 

 

Figure 2.5 Structure of a typical FET-based RF switch. Green represents conductor, blue 

represents doped region, and yellow represents dielectric layer. 

MEMS-based RF switch: The MEMS-based RF switch differs from the PIN diodes and FET 

based switches as the structure involves mechanically movable parts. There are generally 

two configurations for MEMS-based switches: series and shunt configurations. For the 

same configuration, there exist several variations in structure. The typical structure of the 

series versus shunt configurations of MEMS switches on the Coplanar waveguide (CPW) -

based transmission line is shown in Figure 2.6 (a) and (b), respectively. Both types of 
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switches are controlled by the control terminal, indicated in blue. Without the application 

of an external voltage, the cantilever is in a floating state.  

Series configuration is shown in Figure 2.6 (a). Here, the floating cantilever is part of the 

transmission line and blocks the RF signal transmission in the OFF state, with the floating 

cantilever not touching the output port. Once the control signal is applied, the floating 

cantilever connects to the output port and the switch assumes the ON condition, 

permitting the signal to transmit to the output port.  

Shunt configuration is shown in Figure 2.6 (b). Here, the floating cantilever is not part of 

the transmission line and the RF signal can transmit when the control signal is not applied 

(ON state). When the external voltage is applied to the control terminal, the floating 

cantilever moves towards the transmission line and eventually shorts out the RF signal 

with the ground, thus blocking the RF signal (OFF state). There is a dielectric layer on top 

of the control terminal to avoid DC shorting between the control terminal and the 

cantilever.  

MEMS switches have their own drawbacks, such as a short operating life, low switching 

speed, and low immunity to the operating environment (for factors such as vibration and 

humidity). Despite the many disadvantages, the advantages are clear, such as satisfactory 

isolation and IL. Moreover, little current is consumed since the voltage is used as a control 

signal, and therefore low power consumption is expected. 
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Figure 2.6 Structure of a MEMS-based RF switch in (a) series and (b) shunt 

configurations. Green represents conductor in the transmission line, blue represents 

conductor as control terminal, and yellow represents dielectric layer. The cross-section 

views in these two figures represent the status without external stimulation voltage. 
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As noted in the above introduction, each type of RF switch has both advantages and 

disadvantages [51], [52]. A comparison of the three RF switches with various parameters 

is summarized in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Comparison of various RF switch types 

Parameters PIN switch FET switch MEMS switch 

Frequency range 
From MHz to >50 

GHz 
From DC to 20 

GHz 
From DC to >50 

GHz 

IL 
Medium (roll-off at 

low frequencies) 
High (roll-off at 

high frequencies) 
Low 

Isolation 
Good at high 
frequencies 

Good at low 
frequencies 

Good across 
broad frequency 

range 

Switching speed Fast Average Slow 

Power handling Low Low High 

Operating life High High Medium 

Power consumption High Low Low 

Cost High High High 

Compatible with 
conformal 

applications 
(flexibility) 

Low Low Low 

 

From Table 2.1, it is clear that all the mentioned RF switches are relatively expensive. In 

addition, most of them are rigid, which means they are not flexible and thus not suited 

for flexible, wearable, or other applications that require a conformable physical form. 
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Both these drawbacks limit the use of existing switches for low-cost wearable and IoT 

applications. Most RF switches, including the capacitive RF varactor (a device that can 

change its capacitance and can be used in tunable or reconfigurable applications), are 

realized through expensive cleanroom-based nanofabrication methods. These methods 

are complicated and time-consuming, as discussed in section 2.1. The high cost of both 

the equipment and materials results in an expensive individual switch. The cost of the 

switch is further increased as the frequency of operation increases. For example, RF 

switch SKY13408-465LF from Skyworks Solutions Inc has an operating frequency of 1–

6 GHz, which features an isolation of 24 dB and an IL of 1.1 dB at 6 GHz. The unit price 

listed on Digikey is USD 2.5 [7]. Another commercially available RF switch, based on 

MESFET nanofabrication technology, is HMC1084LC4 from Analog Devices Inc. It operates 

from 23 GHz to 30 GHz, with an isolation of 26 dB and an IL of 3.3 dB. It costs around USD 

38 [8]. Because several RF switches may be required for an RF application, this level of 

cost for an individual switch is rather high. Most commercial switches are packaged in 

very small form factors, which makes integrating them with RF structures complicated. 

Often the soldering of these switches is required on miniature pads.  

In addition to the above-mentioned RF switches, MIT-material-based RF switches have 

also gained attention in recent years. This dissertation focuses on an MIT material, namely 

VO2. Therefore, certain fundamentals related to MIT materials, especially VO2, are 

discussed in the following subsection. 

2.2.3 MIT material and VO2 
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MIT materials are a group of materials that are capable of switching between metal and 

insulator states through the application of external stimuli, such as temperature and 

current. There are many different MIT materials, such as V2O3, RNiO3, La1-xSrxTiO3, 

YBa2Cu3O7-y, Fe3O4, BaVS3, Ti2O3, and VO2 [53]. Their electrical conductivity changes 

abruptly at a certain temperature, which is called the transition temperature (Tt). The 

information on Tt for some MIT materials is summarized in Table 2.2 [53]. As evident from 

the table, most MIT materials are not suited for real applications as their Tt is either too 

high or too low (compared to room temperature). Only few MIT materials exhibit a 

relatively usable Tt.  

Table 2.2 Some MIT materials and their transition temperatures 

MIT materials Transition temperature (Tt) in Celsius 

V2O3 -93 

RNiO3 -143 

Fe3O4 -152 

BaVS3 -199 

Ti2O3 327 

VO2 68 

 

The Tt of VO2 is 68°C. When the temperature is lower than this, VO2 exhibits a monoclinic 

structure (M phase), which corresponds to an insulator characteristic. However, when the 
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temperature is above Tt, the VO2 adopts a rutile structure (R phase), which corresponds 

to a metallic characteristic. Both structures are shown in Figure 2.7.  

 

Figure 2.7 The VO2 in (a) monoclinic and (b) rutile structures. 

2.2.4 VO2-based RF switches 

Compared to other MIT materials, VO2 appears to be suited to practical RF-switching 

applications. Thus, it has drawn attention from researchers interested in this domain and 

there have been several demonstrations of VO2-based RF switches in recent years. For 

example, K. Pan et al. demonstrated a VO2 RF switch in which the VO2 film was deposited 

using PLD, and the IL and isolation measured 4.4 dB and 20 dB, respectively, at 15 GHz 

[14]. Sieu D. Ha et al. reported a VO2 switch that had 25 dB of isolation and 3 dB of IL, up 
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to 13.5 GHz. This switch was fabricated with expensive nanofabrication methods, namely 

through RF sputtering [11]. One study demonstrated a VO2 switch with low IL (0.6 dB at 

20 GHz) [10]. However, this was achieved by a narrow channel length (100 nm) realized 

through expensive e-beam lithography and through the single-crystalline quality of VO2 

film realized through a complex VO2 film co-deposition metalorganic molecular beam 

epitaxy (MOMBE) process. Therefore, the cost of existing VO2 switches is understandably 

high due to the involvement of complex and expensive nanofabrication processes. In 

addition, these switches are not flexible because of the rigid substrates used in fabricating 

them. 

2.2.5 Fully printed RF switches 

To reduce the fabrication cost and render RF switches compatible with wearable and 

conformal applications, additive manufacturing is an attractive option. There has been 

only one report of a printed RF switch, which was a MEMS-based switch [24]. The MEMS-

based switch involves a non-printing step (i.e., acid etching) in the fabrication process and 

thus does not qualify as a fully printed switch; in addition, the expected fabrication cost 

is high. Furthermore, complete RF characterization of the switch and its capability to turn 

ON and OFF multiple times for practical switching operations have not been documented. 

Thus, there is a dearth of work on fully printed transistors, with the few existing reports 

containing limitations. Until the current study, no report had been published on a fully 

printed VO2-based RF switch. 
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2.3 Bandpass Filters 

RF filter is an essential component in wireless systems. In particular, bandpass filters are 

used to transmit the RF signal at a specific frequency band of interest, with minimal losses, 

while attenuating the signals as much as possible for other frequency bands. One of the 

contributions of this dissertation is to design, fabricate, and characterize a fully printed 

frequency-reconfigurable bandpass filter that employs printed VO2 RF switches. In 

addition to frequency reconfigurability, the aim was to design a filter that is compact, 

lightweight, and flexible. Fundamental theory for bandpass filters is presented in the 

following sections. 

2.3.1 Design specifications of bandpass filter 

Typically, the design of an RF filter starts with identifying its specifications. Some 

important specifications are presented below. To clarify these specifications, the 

response of a typical bandpass filter is illustrated in Figure 2.8. which shows the S-

parameter and group delay.  
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Figure 2.8. Typical bandpass filter response. (a) S-parameters and (b) group delay 

Operating frequencies of a filter refers to the designed operation range of frequencies 

(band). For bandpass filters, this term refers to the passband, where all signals within the 

band are transmitted, whereas signals outside the passband (stopband) are blocked. For 

the bandpass filter response shown in Figure 2.8 (a), the operating frequencies are 0.9–

1.1 GHz. 

IL is a measure of the signal attenuation in the passband. It can be directly derived from 

the transmission coefficient (i.e., S21) through the mathematical expression of 𝐼𝐿 =

−20𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝑆21|. It is essentially the absolute value of S21 in dB. Although IL is a positive value, 

the negative value (S21 in dB) is commonly used and widely accepted in the literature. For 

a lossless filter in the ideal scenario, IL is zero, as shown in Figure 2.8 (a). For a realistic 

lossy filter, IL is no longer zero; the loss derives from conductor loss, dielectric loss, and 

radiation or housing loss. Typically, low IL is required for the filter design. 
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RL is a measure of the reflected power in the passband due to the characteristic 

impedance mismatch at the interface between the filter and the feeding transmission 

line. The mathematical expression of RL is 𝑅𝐿 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝑆11| , indicating that RL is 

essentially the S11 in dB. For example, the RL of the filter response in Figure 2.8 (a) is -10 

dB. 

Isolation is a measure of the signal attenuation in the stopband. It has the same 

mathematical expression as the IL. 

Bandwidth of a bandpass filter refers to the frequency range for its passband. The 

difference between the upper and lower frequency for 3-dB power loss is considered to 

be the bandwidth. For the filter response shown in Figure 2.8 (a), the 3-dB bandwidth is 

200 MHz. 

Fractional bandwidth (FBW) is a unitless value derived from the mathematical expression  

𝐹𝐵𝑊 = (|𝑓1 − 𝑓2|) (√𝑓1𝑓2)⁄ , where f1 and f2 represent the lower and upper frequency in 

the passband, respectively. Note that FBW is inversely proportional to IL; that is, smaller 

FBW leads to higher IL [54]. 

Ripple in the passband (S21 curve) occurs in many types of filters, such as Chebyshev 

filters. In the filter response shown in the inset of Figure 2.8 (a), the ripple is around 

0.5 dB. 

Delay is sometimes the primary requirement for specific applications. The phase delay (or 

carrier delay) refers to the time delay for a steady sinusoidal wave signal with the 
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expression of 𝜏𝑝 =
𝜑21

𝜔
, where 𝜑21 represents the phase of S21. The group delay (or 

envelop delay), derived from 𝜏𝑑 = −
𝑑(𝜑21)

𝑑𝜔
, is more useful as it describes the actual signal 

delay (relative delay). A typical group delay response is shown in Figure 2.8 (b). 

Other considerations, such as size and power handling, can affect the filter design as well. 

For example, if minimal size with low-profile structure is required, the microstrip filter or 

CPW filter is the best choice. However, if high power handling and low IL are the primary 

requirements, cavity filters should be considered, although they are typically heavy and 

bulky. 

2.3.2 Electronically reconfigurable bandpass filters 

Electronically controlled frequency-reconfigurable filters are typically realized through RF 

switches – namely the PIN diode or MEMS switch, or through varactors [55]–[63]. As 

already discussed, these RF switches and varactors possess discrete components and thus 

soldering is required, which introduces extra fabrication time and cost as well as 

unwanted parasitics during soldering. Recently, a VO2-based RF switch was utilized in 

reconfigurable filter design [64]. The authors of that work demonstrated a bandstop 

reconfigurable filter utilizing several VO2 switches. However, the filter was fabricated on 

rigid silicon substrate using the cleanroom-based nanofabrication process. Therefore, all 

of the reconfigurable filters were costly and inflexible and did not meet our requirements. 

2.3.3 Printed and flexible bandpass filters 
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To reduce the cost of the filter, an additive manufacturing process such as inkjet printing 

or screen printing can be used instead of nanofabrication. In addition, the additive 

manufacturing process is compatible with flexible substrates, which makes it suitable for 

fabricating flexible filters. Several works have demonstrated printed filters [65]–[68], 

which feature low cost and high flexibility. Specifically, M. Craton et al. demonstrated a 

3D-printed W-band bandpass filter on polyimide substrate using an aerosol jet printer. 

The IL of this filter was in the range of 6–8 dB. However, the flexibility and bending effect 

were not studied. H. Kao et al. developed a two-layer bandpass filter on flexible LCP 

substrate, where the via holes were used [65]. The printed filter had a minimum IL of 

about 2.4 dB. However, the flexibility of the filter was not examined. Similarly, S. Yang et 

al. developed an edge-coupled bandpass filter on Kapton substrate with an IL of 5.8 dB 

[68]. Again, the flexibility and its effect on RF performance was not studied.  

None of the above-mentioned bandpass filters were examined regarding their properties 

under bending conditions. Moreover, none of the printed bandpass filters showed any 

reconfigurability, due to the lack of printed RF switches. 

2.4 Modeling of RF Components and ML 

A fully printed bandpass filter employing the VO2 switch was demonstrated in the 

previous section. Other reconfigurable RF components and RF circuits can also be viably 

realized using the VO2 switch. Therefore, it is imperative to establish a robust model for 

the VO2 switch for use by RF designers when creating RF components. In this dissertation, 
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a novel model based on ML was devised for the fully printed VO2 switch for the first time. 

However, for comparison purposes, conventional modeling methods for RF electronics 

are presented in section 2.4.1. Because the ML model was implemented as an ANN, the 

fundamentals of ANN and its application in RF components are introduced in section 

2.4.2. 

2.4.1 Conventional modeling for RF components 

There are several types of models for an RF component [69]. These can be summarized 

as follows: 

• S-parameter-based model. The measured S-parameter of the device can be used 

as the model for most EM simulators. The S-parameter model features rapid 

simulation times and high accuracy. However, the S-parameter model stores 

information about the device only for a single operating condition; hence, it is 

incompetent for designs involving multiple bias points for the device. 

Furthermore, the S-parameter model can only model fixed-dimension RF 

components. For designs where the adjustment of the device size is required, the 

S-parameter model is not particularly useful. In general, the S-parameter model is 

mainly used in modeling the system level or sub-system level block. 

• Equivalent circuit lumped component model. These models are composed of 

lumped elements, such as resistors, inductors, and capacitors. The equivalent 

circuit model is well accepted in most simulators, such as SPICE, ADS, and CST. 
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However, building an accurate and strong model across all variables can be quite 

challenging and the model can become extensive. Furthermore, as its name 

suggests, the equivalent circuit model is suitable for circuit level modeling, such 

as transistors with parasitics, spiral inductors, and resistors on silicon.  

• Equation-based discrete models. These are used to model device-level 

components, such as individual transistors, diodes, and ideal passive components. 

Discrete models comprise both physical models and empirical models. Physical 

models aim at including the parameters that have physical meanings. An example 

is the model for the diode current 𝐼𝐷 = 𝐼𝑆(𝑒𝑉𝐷/0.026 − 1) , where all the 

parameters have physical meanings. The physical model is accurate at low 

frequencies, but the accuracy deteriorates in the high-frequency domain. 

Therefore, the physical model is seldom used for high-frequency designs. The 

empirical model, as its name suggests, adds empirical parameters to the physical 

model to make the results more accurate for the high-frequency domain. One 

drawback is that the physical meaning of the model is diminished through 

additional empirical parameters being less physical, which makes turning the 

model challenging. Moreover, as the frequency increases, more parameters are 

expected to be included in the model to maintain its accuracy, which exacerbates 

the difficulty in modeling.  

None of the above conventional modeling methods are suitable for the fully printed VO2 

switch. The fully printed VO2 switch has more than one operating condition. For example, 
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in thermal triggering, every operating temperature value corresponds to a different RF 

response. Therefore, S-parameter modeling becomes unsuitable. Moreover, the fully 

printed VO2 switch is highly customizable for different RF applications regarding the 

length, width, and thickness. Including all these parameters in an equation-based discrete 

model is infeasible. Similarly, including many design parameters in an equivalent circuit 

model, to maintain its accuracy up to the millimeter wave frequency, is challenging.  

To conclude, none of the above modeling methods is suitable for modeling the fully 

printed VO2 switch. In this work, an unconventional ANN-based methodology was 

employed to model the VO2 switch; the ANN-based model is naturally compatible with 

multiple input parameters for a VO2 switch. The basic principles of ANN are introduced 

below. 

2.4.2 ANN and its applications in RF components 

The ANN, as its name suggests, is a structure or computing system that is inspired by the 

biological neural networks in animal brains. It operates in a similar manner to these 

networks, where signals are transmitted from one neuron to the next and then on to 

other neurons. An example of the general ANN structure is shown in Figure 2.9. Several 

input variables are fed into the network and a single output result is generated. Each blue 

circle represents a neuron, whereas arrows between two neurons indicate the signal 

transmission flow within the neural network.  
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Figure 2.9. The general structure of an ANN for supervised learning  

In recent years, ANN has gained recognition as an unconventional tool in the RF and 

microwave domain. Several RF and microwave applications employing ANN have been 

demonstrated, such as CPW components [70], spiral inductors [71], FETs [72], amplifiers 

[73], and impedance matching [74]. However, only three works have discussed ANN-

based modeling of RF switches [75]–[77]. These three short studies all examined the 

modeling of RF MEMS switches that were fabricated through nanofabrication. Moreover, 

these works merely demonstrated the capability of ANN in modeling RF MEMS switches, 

without conducting model optimization. Hence, those models could not be implemented 

directly for the fully printed VO2-based RF switch proposed in this study. 
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Chapter 3 Inkjet-Printed VO2 RF Switch  

As can be summarized from chapters 1 and 2, the existing RF switches are expensive, rigid, 

and typically require an additional soldering step to connect to the RF components. 

Moreover, there are only a handful of printed RF switches in literature, which does not 

include any VO2-based switch. To address this issue, fully printed VO2 RF switches have 

been developed in this work. Details of the ink and switches are presented in detail in this 

chapter. First, the synthesis and characterization of the customized VO2 ink is introduced, 

followed by the discussion of two different types of VO2 switches. Then, the fabrication 

of the switches is presented in detail. Thereafter, a full characterization of the fabricated 

VO2 switches is reported, including DC, RF, and switching speed. 

3.1 VO2 Ink Preparation 

The VO2 ink preparation was done in collaboration with Dr. Muhammad Vaseem from our 

group. The first step in preparing VO2 ink is to make the VO2 nanoparticles, which is 

detailed in Appendix 1. The as-synthesized VO2 nanoparticles are examined by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) analysis to inspect the crystalline phase, and the result is shown in Figure 

3.1(a). The figure indicates that the VO2 nanoparticles comprise a mixture of VO2 (A) and 

VO2 (M) phases. The VO2 (A) phase is one of the polymorphic forms of VO2 phases whose 

electrical property is insulator [78]. Therefore, the required phase is the monoclinic VO2 

phase (VO2 (M) phase), which is introduced in section 2.2.3, whose MIT temperature is 

approximately 68 °C. To obtain a pure VO2 (M) phase, different annealing conditions, such 
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as annealing in air and vacuum, have been investigated. Finally, a pure phase was 

achieved after annealing the nanoparticles at 300 °C for 3 hours in vacuum, as shown in 

Figure 3.1(b). The XRD peaks in Figure 3.1(b) can be indexed to the VO2 (M) phase, which 

complies with the Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) No. 72-0514 

[79].  

 

Figure 3.1. The XRD spectra of (a) as-prepared VO2 nanoparticles, (b) after annealing at 

300 °C for 3 hours in vacuum 

The reversible phase transition of the VO2 nanoparticles is also confirmed by differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC), and the result is shown in Figure 3.2(a). The two peaks from 

the two curves indicate an MIT temperature at approximately 70 °C for the heating cycle 

and around 50 °C for the cooling cycle. The DSC analysis confirms the first-order phase 

transition from monoclinic to tetragonal with temperature. Moreover, Figure 3.2(b) 

shows the morphology of annealed VO2 nanoparticles, which are primarily spherical and 

aggregated with an average particle size smaller than 100 nm.  
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Figure 3.2. (a) DSC analysis and (b) SEM image of annealed VO2 nanoparticles. The inset 

in (b) is an optical image of the as-formulated VO2 ink. 

For the ink-formulation, annealed VO2 nanoparticles are treated with oleic acid to make 

them compatible with organic solvents and are then dispersed in the mixture of 3.5 ml 2-

methoxy ethanol, 0.3 ml chlorobenzene, and 0.2 ml ethanol. The resulting ink solution, as 

shown in the inset of Figure 3.2(b), is then stirred for 24 hours and filtered by 5 µm 

polypropylene (PP) Whatman filter before usage. 

3.2 Two Configurations of VO2 RF Switch 

Two types of transmission lines can predominantly be used for the printed RF switch, 

namely, the CPW and the microstrip line, which are shown in Figure 3.3 (a) and (b). The 

CPW line has a center conductor that carries the signal, and it is sandwiched between two 

ground planes. This structure can be easily tested with ground-signal-ground (GSG) 

probes. Compared to the microstrip line, the CPW line is preferred for the implementation 
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of the printed VO2 switch for the following reasons: 1. The microstrip line requires via 

holes on the substrate to allow the connection between the ground layer and the ground 

pad, as shown in Figure 3.3 (b), whereas the CPW line does not have such a requirement. 

The extra hole-drilling and ink-filling steps are undesirable due to the extra fabrication 

cost and time. 2. The microstrip line needs the ground layer on the backside and a signal 

trace on the frontside to allow the EM wave to transmit and, from the printing perspective, 

two individual printing processes are required. However, in the case of the CPW line, both 

the signal trace and ground planes are on the same side, which makes the fabrication far 

easier. 3. For the microstrip line, because the connection path between the signal trace 

to the ground plane is difficult to realize, only the RF switch in series configuration is 

feasible and the RF switch in shunt configuration is not possible. Therefore, in this work, 

the CPW transmission line will be utilized for the RF switch. 

 

Figure 3.3. Illustration of the structure of (a) CPW line and (b) microstrip line  

It is noted that, in combination, the signal trace width and its spacing with the ground 

plane affect the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. If the characteristic 

impedance of the CPW line is different from the input impedance of the source/load, an 
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impedance mismatch will take place, which leads to a part of the RF signal being reflected 

and wasted at the interface. Therefore, the signal width and the gap must be optimized 

to avoid the impedance mismatch. The industry standard input impedance of 50 Ω will be 

used in our design. In addition, sapphire with a thickness of 430 µm is selected as the 

substrate because of its low dielectric loss (tanδ=0.0001, εr=9.3). It is noted that the width 

of a single line by the Dimatix printer is about 85 µm, therefore, the width of the signal 

trace will be fixed at 85 µm. The gap will be swept to achieve impedance matching. The 

calculated characteristic impedance of the CPW line versus the gap size is given in Figure 

3.4. Furthermore, the simulated S-parameter of the CPW line terminated with 50 Ω 

terminals at various gap sizes is also given in Figure 3.4. The figure demonstrates that the 

gap of 50 µm corresponds to 50 Ω of characteristic impedance, and the mismatch loss is 

the lowest from the S-parameter plot. Therefore, the gap of 50 µm will be used for the 

following RF switch design.  

The top view of the CPW transmission line layout as well as the inkjet-printed CPW line 

are shown in Figure 3.5 (a) and (b), respectively, where the details of the fabrication steps 

are given in the next section. 
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Figure 3.4. Simulated S-parameter of the CPW line with different gap sizes. (sapphire is 

used as a substrate. Dielectric loss and conductor loss is set to zero. Signal width is set to 

85 µm). 

 

Figure 3.5. Illustration of the structure of the (a) CPW transmission line, the (c) shunt 

switch, and (e) series switch. Also, the photo image of the inkjet-printed (b) CPW 

transmission line, (d) the shunt switch, and (f) the series switch. 
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The layouts of two different RF switch configurations (i.e., shunt switch and series switch) 

are shown in Figure 3.5(c) and (e), respectively. For the shunt switch, VO2 is printed such 

that it covers an entire part of the CPW line that includes the signal and the ground traces. 

It operates in the following way: at room temperature (or zero excitation current), VO2 

film is not conducting, so it allows the RF signal to pass through the metallic signal trace 

(this is termed the ON condition for the switch). When the VO2 film is activated, either 

through thermal or current excitation, it becomes conductive and thus shorts the signal 

trace to the ground traces. Therefore, nothing is transmitted through the CPW line (this 

is termed the OFF state of the switch). In the case of the series switch configuration, in 

contrast to the shunt switch configuration, VO2 film is printed in a small gap in the signal 

trace, as shown in Figure 3.5(e). At room temperature (or zero current excitation), VO2 

film is not conducting, thus the gap in the signal trace does not allow any signal 

transmission (OFF state). When the VO2 film is activated, either through thermal or 

current excitation, it becomes conductive and thus bridges the gap at the signal trace, 

allowing signal transmission (ON state).  

Ideally, the VO2 switch has zero conductivity when there is no external excitation and has 

infinite conductivity when external excitation is applied. However, the printed VO2 film 

has limited conductivity under both the activated and non-activated conditions. The 

conductivity in combination with the size of the VO2 switch determines the resistance of 

the VO2 switch, which directly affects its RF performance. The simulation for both types 

of RF switches with different resistance is illustrated in Figure 3.6. For the series 
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configuration shown in Figure 3.6 (a), the IL decreases with the decreased resistance. 

Inversely, for the shunt configuration shown in Figure 3.6 (b), the IL increases as the 

resistance decreases. The conductivity of the inkjet-printed VO2 film is tested in the range 

from about 4 S/m to about 620 S/m under non-activated and activated conditions, 

respectively. Therefore, the resistance ratio is estimated at 150. Considering this value 

and observing Figure 3.6 (a), the author can conclude that a possible resistance 

combination is 10 Ω and 1.5 kΩ for the series configuration, which offers a balanced RF 

performance in terms of IL and isolation. Similarly, in the case of the shunt configuration 

shown in Figure 3.6 (b), a possible resistance combination is 5 Ω and 750 Ω. However, it 

is worth noting that the resistance combination is dependent on different applications, 

where the isolation is more important than the IL, or vice versa.  

 

Figure 3.6. The S21 of the RF switches with different resistance: (a) series switch (b) 

shunt switch. 
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The size of the printed VO2 film can be determined from the given resistance and 

conductivity. Since the conductivity is relatively low, a thick VO2 film is expected. For the 

shunt switch, the length of the VO2 film is the same as the gap, which is 50 µm. The width 

is selected as 1 mm to reduce the thickness for a fixed resistance. However, the width 

cannot be infinitely large, in which case further side effects might occur. For the series 

switch, the width of the VO2 film is the same as the width of the signal trace, which is 85 

µm. The length of the VO2 film is the gap on the signal trace. To minimize the thickness, 

the length needs to be as small as possible. In this work, the gap has been printed using a 

high-resolution super inkjet printer (SIJ printer) to achieve a minimal gap of 20 µm [80]. 

Pictures of the inkjet-printed shunt switch and series switch are shown in Figure 3.5(d) 

and (f), respectively. The following section presents the fabrication details for the inkjet-

printed VO2 switches. 

3.3 Fabrication of Fully Inkjet-Printed VO2 Switch 

The fabrication steps are shown in Figure 3.7(a), where the upper process flow represents 

the fabrication of a VO2 series switch, and the lower process flow is for a shunt switch. 

The printing process for both the switches is similar, in other words, printing the 

conductive pattern followed by printing the VO2 pattern. In this case, sapphire is selected 

for its low dielectric loss (tanδ=0.0001). It was purchased from universitywafer.com and 

has a thickness of 430±15 µm and a diameter of 50.8 mm [81]. The orientation of the 

sapphire wafer is C-plane with the primary flat orientation of A-plane, whose dielectric 

constant is 9.3. The conductive ink is a silver-nanoparticles-based ink purchased from 
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Advanced Nano Products Inc [82]. The Dimatix DMP 2831 from Fujifilm Inc. is used as the 

material inkjet printer and the 10 pL cartridge DMC-11610 from Dimatix is used to contain 

the silver ink.  

Printing of the conductive pattern: 

As mentioned in chapter 2, the printer’s parameters are critical for forming continuously 

jettable and stable ink drops. For the given silver nanoparticle ink, a jetting frequency of 

5 kHz and a firing voltage of 22 V have been set. The cartridge temperature is set to 30 °C. 

Moreover, the appropriate surface treatment of the substrate needs to be carried out 

simultaneously to the printer’s parameter optimization to prevent the printed pattern 

from balling up or spreading. In other words, the surface energy of the substrate needs 

to match the ink properties, such as surface energy and viscosity. The as-purchased 

sapphire substrate has non-uniform surface energy. To achieve a uniform and desired 

surface property across the entire wafer, the sapphire wafer is placed on a spin coater 

with a spinning speed of 3000 rpm for 2 min, and 10 mL of acetone was gently poured 

onto the wafer surface following 10 mL of Isopropyl alcohol. After the spinning, the 

sapphire wafer is dry and clean and is ready to be used for printing the silver pattern. 

The silver ink has been filtered using a 1 µm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter to 

remove large particles before filling the cartridge, thus preventing the nozzle from 

clogging. The distance between the cartridge head and the substrate is set to 0.5 mm to 

avoid ink drift. The platen temperature of 30 °C and the drop spacing of 40 µm are set to 
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ensure a sharp and well-defined printed pattern. For the RF switch, six layers of silver 

patterns are printed to achieve a thickness of around 1.5 µm, which is about three times 

the skin depth to minimize the conductor loss. Between each silver layer, a rapid curing 

and drying step is implemented in a convection oven set at 80 °C for 5 min. Once all the 

layers have been printed, intensive curing is conducted in the same oven at 150 °C for 30 

min to achieve a conductivity of 1.8 × 107 S/m. This step is important to further evaporate 

the solvent and densify the printed layer so that high conductivity can be achieved. 

As briefed in the previous section, the minimum gap of 20 µm in the RF switch series 

configuration is achieved by the SIJ printer from SIJ technology [83]. Instead of using 

piezoelectric inkjet technology, as the Dimatix printer does, the SIJ printer uses the 

electrostatic force generated by the oscillating electric field between the substrate plate 

and the tip of the nozzle. The generated electrostatic force induces the charging of the 

ink from the nozzle. Therefore, the parameters for the SIJ printer are entirely different 

from the Dimatix printer. To print the 20 µm gap, the same silver nanoparticle ink is used 

in the SIJ printer. The jetting frequency is set to 50 Hz to allow a stable ink jetting. The 

jetting voltage is set around 280 V with a bias voltage of 0 V to ensure the appropriate 

amount of ink per drop. The sinusoidal wave is used as the jetting waveform, and the 

printing speed is fixed at 0.5 mm/s. It is noted that since the diameter of the nozzle is very 

small (a few micrometers), the nozzle becomes clogged very easily. Therefore, the 

ambient temperature should be as low as possible to reduce ink evaporation. However, 

a high temperature for the substrate is desired to speed up the drying of the printed 
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pattern. Therefore, a very critical platen temperature of 40 °C is kept to ensure the quick 

drying of the ink and to prevent the nozzle from clogging. Another important parameter 

is the distance between the nozzle tip and the substrate, optimized at about 50 µm, which 

directly affects the ink evaporation rate and the volume of the single drop due to the 

electric field change. Lastly, the line spacing is optimized to 10 µm to avoid superfluous 

ink on the pattern. It is noted that since the pattern is drying during the printing process, 

no interlayer curing is required. Once all the layers are finished printing, the sample is 

placed in the oven at 150 °C for 1 h. For this specific printing job, which has a 20 µm gap, 

a minimal amount of ink is consumed (a few picoliters) within a short printing period (a 

few minutes), which is promising for high accuracy and low-cost fast prototyping. 

Printing of the VO2 pattern: 

The VO2 pattern is printed using the Dimatix printer and the same 10 pL cartridge. 

However, since the ink properties of the newly developed VO2 ink are entirely different 

from that of the silver ink, the printer’s setting for the silver ink cannot be applied to the 

VO2 ink. First, since the VO2 ink’s particle size is larger than that of the silver ink, a 1-µm 

PTFE filter cannot be used to filter the large particles, otherwise, the loading of the VO2 

particle will be dramatically reduced. After comparison, a 5-µm PP filter is used for the 

VO2 ink, which effectively removes the large particles while maintaining the loading of the 

ink (5 w%). Second, a new jetting waveform was developed for the VO2 ink. However, the 

firing voltage is kept the same, that is, 22 V. Third, the jetting frequency is reduced from 

5 kHz to 1 kHz, because 5 kHz of jetting frequency renders the jetting of the VO2 ink 
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unstable, and 1 kHz of jetting frequency is not too low to cause the nozzle drying issue. 

Moreover, the cartridge temperature has also been optimized to room temperature to 

avoid the ink-drying problem and to achieve a more stable ink-jetting formation. Lastly, 

due to the relatively high surface energy and low ink loading, in addition to a relatively 

low ink-boiling point, the single VO2 drop on the substrate is small compared to that of 

the silver ink. Therefore, a greatly reduced drop spacing of 20 µm has been determined 

to be the optimum value. Furthermore, due to the fast drying of the printed ink, no 

interlayer curing is needed. Once all the layers are printed, final curing takes place in a 

vacuum oven at 200 °C for 1 hour. It is noted that a higher curing temperature should be 

avoided to prevent the VO2 film from oxidizing. Eventually, 50 layers of VO2 are printed, 

which results in a thickness of around 13.5 µm. For the shunt switch, this thickness 

corresponds to a resistance combination of 6 Ω and 900 Ω, which is close to the proposed 

resistance combination in the previous section. For a series switch, since only a few drops 

are printed in each layer, the size of the printed VO2 pattern increases by the number of 

printings. And it has been observed 50 layers of printing is the maximum. Therefore, to 

avoid the shortage between the signal trace and the ground plane, the same 50 layers of 

printing are applied to the series configuration.   

A picture of the fabricated sample is shown in Figure 3.7(b), where multiple shunt 

switches and series switches are fabricated as the additional backup devices. The first two 

columns in Figure 3.4(b) are shunt switches (see the prominent black VO2 film), and the 

remaining are series switches. The pictures of the individual shunt and series switches 
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have already been shown in Figure 3.5(d) and (f), respectively. Moreover, the scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) images for the surface and the cross-section of printed VO2 

film are shown in Figure 3.7(c) and (d). The surface and cross-section images demonstrate 

the porosity of the film, but the VO2 nanoparticles are well-connected with each other 

and form three-dimensional conductive pathways. In fact, the porosity is expected, due 

to ink-solvent evaporation and the low weight percentage of VO2 nanoparticles (5 wt%) 

in the ink. 
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Figure 3.7. (a) Schematic diagram of the fabrication process for fully inkjet-printed VO2-

based RF switch with series (upper branch) and shunt switch (lower branch). (b) Photo 

image of fabricated series and shunt switches on sapphire wafer. (c) Zoomed-in SEM 

surface image of printed VO2 film. (g) SEM cross-section view of printed VO2 film. 

3.4 DC Characterization 

To evaluate the electrical characteristics of the printed VO2 film, DC measurements have 

been taken with a four-point probe. The resistance under activation and without 

activation of the printed VO2 films for shunt and series configurations have been 

evaluated by both electrical and thermal triggering with the arrangement shown in Figure 
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3.8, where the resistance of the CPW transmission line has been calibrated out during the 

calculation. For the electrical triggering, the current is pumped into the VO2 film, which 

causes the structure of the VO2 to change from a monoclinic structure to a rutile structure, 

which corresponds to a transition from insulator to metallic, as was briefly introduced in 

chapter 2. Similarly, for thermal triggering, the temperature increase can also lead to 

structural change. However, since sufficient current is required to complete the transition, 

the VO2 film may have been burned under excessive current, which is also observed in my 

experiments.  

The measured resistances for series and shunt configurations with both thermal and 

electrical triggering are shown in Figure 3.9. As can be seen in Figure 3.9(a), for the series 

switches, the resistance value is reduced by two orders of magnitude (from 8 kΩ to 

around 60 Ω) when the temperature increases from room temperature (22 °C) to above 

the transition temperature (>68 °C). According to the dimension introduced in the 

previous section, both the activated and non-activated resistance values are higher than 

expected. This is mainly due to the porosity of the film for a very small-sized VO2 pattern. 

A similar response can be seen for the same switch, but with electrical triggering as shown 

in Figure 3.9(b), where the resistance drops from 8 kΩ to around 90 Ω for the supplying 

current changes from 0 to 40 mA. It is observed that the current-activated resistance is 

higher than the thermal-activated resistance. This is mainly due to the current limitation 

to prevent the VO2 film from burning. A higher current was also applied to the RF switch 

during the testing and the resultant resistance is similar to that of the thermally activated 
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resistance. However, the RF switch was burnt within a minute. To maintain the durability 

of the switch, only the safe current values will be applied, and their corresponding result 

will be given.  

Compared to the series switch, the shunt switch shows a resistance drop from 600 Ω to 3 

Ω for thermal triggering, which is shown in Figure 3.9(c), and from 600 Ω to 10 Ω for 

electrical triggering, which is shown in Figure 3.9(d). The resistance values under non-

triggering and thermal-triggering (600 Ω and 3 Ω) is close to the expected values from 

previous sections, which is 750 Ω and 5 Ω. However, the resistance value with electrical 

triggering, that is, 10 Ω, is higher than the thermal-triggering counterpart. This is expected 

as only the maximum bearable current of 200 mA is applied to the VO2 film to avoid 

burning. In this case, the safe limit current of 200 mA is higher than that for the series 

switch. This is reasonable because the shunt switch has a much larger VO2 film (1000 µm 

× 50 µm) than the series switch (85 µm × 20 µm). 

Furthermore, Figure 3.9 offers an interesting observation. For thermal triggering, the 

transition from an insulating to a metallic state demonstrates an inverted S shape. 

However, the electrical triggering presents a monotonic decrease of the resistance 

transition speed. This behavioral difference might be beneficial for some special 

applications. Furthermore, the repeatability test has also been conducted, where 

performance is tested repeatedly over several redundant RF switches, which shows 

decent repeatability and reliability.  
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Figure 3.8. (a) The shunt switch setup for DC measurement. One probe is positioned on 

one of the signal traces, while the other one is positioned on the ground. The two 

probes are connected to a source-measurement unit (Keysight B2912A), which is used 

to measure the resistance. (b) The series switch setup for DC measurement. The probes 

are positioned on the edge of each signal path. Both setups use a four-wire 

measurement to acquire accurate resistance value. 
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Figure 3.9. (a) Resistance changes for a series switch at different temperatures. (b) 

Resistance changes for a series switch at different bias currents. (c) Resistance changes 

for shunt switch at different temperatures. (d) Resistance changes for shunt switch at 

different bias currents. 

Figure 3.9 demonstrates that the ratio of the resistance under non-activated and 

activated conditions is in the range of 120 and 180, which is comparable to some other 

VO2 switches [12]. However, some VO2 switches have better resistance ratios, such as 103 

to 104
 [10], [11], [14]. The higher ratio for some switches is due to higher-quality VO2 film 

deposited by expensive nanofabrication processes, such as MOMBE, RF sputter, and PLD, 
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with high vacuum and temperature conditions and ultra-pure VO2 target. With such 

deposition, the VO2 film tends to develop in a very pure, single-crystal form, which may 

offer a better ratio and a sharper transition [13]. For the proposed fully inkjet-printed VO2 

switch in this work, a certain degree of porosity is expected (which is true for all printed 

films due to the evaporation of solvents, etc.), as can be seen in Figure 3.7(c) and (d). This 

porosity lowers the density of the printed film compared to that of nanofabricated films 

and, thus, affects the switch performance. Apart from the porosity, environmental factors, 

such as moisture, may also affect the performance, as the printing and testing of the 

switch were carried out in the ambient environment. In the future, smaller nanoparticles 

(5 nm, compared to 50 nm in this work) and higher loading of the nanoparticles (20% 

weight loading, compared to 5% weight loading in this work) may mitigate the porosity 

issue. Moreover, the organic solvent used in this synthesis can be replaced with aqueous-

based solvents that can reduce the carbon residuals in the film and, thus, improve the 

switch performance. However, these above-mentioned improvements involve a series of 

chemical-related challenges, which are difficult to surmount at the moment. Finally, 

improved control of the environmental effects during the printing and testing stages may 

help to improve the switch performance. One method to do so is to add a passivation 

layer to protect the VO2 particles from the environmental effects. Having said that, even 

though the printing process is relatively new and there is room for improvement, the 

performance of the fully printed switches presented in this work is comparable to the 

other non-printed VO2-based switches, as shown in subsequent sections. It is worth 
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mentioning here that the fully printed switch fabrication process costs a fraction of the 

non-printed switch fabrication processes, with the added advantages of fast prototyping 

and the capacity for roll-to-roll and reel-to-reel printing for large-volume manufacturing 

on a wide variety of substrates that can also be flexible. 

3.5 RF Characterization 

The RF characterization of the printed switches was performed on a probe-station with a 

vector network analyzer (VNA). The RF characterization was conducted by obtaining the 

scattering parameters (S-parameters) of the switch under varying stimuli (heat and 

current in this case). The test setup diagram is shown in Figure 3.10. The setup, as shown 

in Figure 3.10(a), is used for thermally triggered RF measurements, whereas the setup in 

Figure 3.10(b) is used to measure electrically triggered RF configuration. In the case of the 

thermally triggered configuration, the temperature is controlled through the thermal 

chuck temperature. The surface temperature of the sample is measured using a 

thermometer. For the electrically triggered configuration, the bias current is provided by 

the current source (SMU Keysight B2912A) through a bias tee. More details on the 

characterization are included in Appendix 2. The measurement result for the series and 

shunt switches are shown in the following subsections. 
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Figure 3.10. (a) The setup for RF measurement triggered by heat. (b) The setup for RF 

measurement triggered by current. 

3.5.1 Series switch 

The S-parameters for the series switch obtained through thermal and electrical triggering 

are shown in Figure 3.11(a–d). While full two-port S-parameters have been measured, 

only S11 and S21 parameters are shown here because the other two parameters, S22 and 

S12, are identical to S11 and S21, respectively. Parameter S11 is a measure of the reflection 

of the RF signal at port 1 due to impedance mismatch at that port (also known as “return 

loss” when expressed in decibels). An S11 of 0 dB means a total reflection of the RF signal 

at port 1, whereas an S11 of −10 dB or below means good impedance matching (low or no 

reflection). Similarly, S21 is a measure of transmission of RF signal from port 1 to port 2 

(also known as “insertion loss,” when expressed in decibels). An S21 of 0 dB means 100% 

transmission of the signal from port 1 to port 2 without any loss. A value lower than 0 dB 

indicates the loss of the signal from port 1 to port 2. At room temperature, the VO2 film 

acts as an insulator, so the series switch is in the OFF state. Therefore, no signal passes 
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through the switch, as shown in S21 in Figure 3.11(b). It is clear that better than 20 dB of 

isolation below 10 GHz, and better than 13 dB of isolation up to 40 GHz has been achieved, 

as shown in Figure 3.11(b). This can also be observed in the S11 graph of Figure 3.11(a), 

where a total reflection can be seen. When the temperature is increased to 80 °C, the VO2 

channel becomes conductive, thus the signal can pass through the switch now. The S21 is 

around −3.5 dB for most frequency points, as shown in Figure 3.11(b), and the S11 is less 

than −10 dB, which indicates good matching as shown in Figure 3.11(a). For electrical 

triggering, 40 mA of current is selected to operate the switch, which is a compromise 

between a low ON resistance and the device-burning limit, as described in the previous 

section. The electrically triggered switch has an IL of less than 3 dB for frequencies up to 

40 GHz, as shown in Figure 3.11(d), and the RL is approximately 10 dB over the 

measurement frequency ranges as shown in Figure 3.11(c).  
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Figure 3.11. The RF performance of the series switch triggered by a thermal and 

electrical mechanism. (a) S11 and (b) S21 of a series switch at room temperature and at 

80 °C. (c) S11 and (d) S21 of series switch with no current bias and with 40 mA current 

bias. 

These tests confirm that both the thermally triggered and electrically triggered switches 

perform similarly. In both cases, the IL is approximately 3-3.5 dB, and the RL is about 10 

dB. The IL appears to be on the higher side; however, this is due to the relatively large size 

of the switch (in micrometers, while nanometer switches are discussed in the literature). 
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If the effect of the dimensions can be excluded from the IL value (and the comparison can 

be carried out for a standard switch size), the value becomes comparable to other 

published VO2-based series switches. For example, a dimensionless IL is calculated to be 

15 dB/□ in [11], whereas the dimensionless IL is 12.75 dB/□ for the proposed VO2 switch. 

Therefore, for future demonstrations, a switch with a smaller length can be selected to 

reduce this loss. Similarly, increasing the thickness and quality of the film, for example, by 

reducing its porosity (as discussed in detail in the “DC Characterization” section), will also 

help to reduce this loss. 

3.5.2 Shunt switch 

Similar to the series switch case, the RF response was measured for the shunt switch with 

both thermal and electrical triggering, as shown in Figure 3.12(a–d). At room-temperature 

(or with no current bias), the shunt switch is in the ON state, which shows less than 1.2 

dB IL below 38 GHz, which rises slightly higher to 1.7 dB at 40 GHz, as shown in Figure 

3.12(b). The IL is far lower than that of the series switch in the ON state that as introduced 

in the previous section. This is because the source of the loss is different for these two 

configurations. For shunt switch, the loss is mainly comprised of the conductor loss, 

whereas the dielectric loss from the low-loss substrate is negligible. The conductivity of 

the printed silver trace is 1.8× 107 S/m, which is reasonably high. Therefore, the IL for the 

shunt switch is very low. However, for the series switch in the ON state, the IL is largely 

contributed by the conductor loss from the VO2 film, with a small portion from the printed 

silver trace. The conductivity of the VO2 film under activation is around 620 S/m, which is 
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much lower compared to silver. Although the length of the VO2 film is relatively small (20 

µm), its loss still dominates most of the IL. When the shunt switch is in the OFF state by 

the thermal activation of 80 °C, the printed VO2 film becomes conductive, so the signal 

path is shorted to the ground, reflecting the RF signal completely; thus, no signal is 

transmitted. As depicted in Figure 3.12(b), the isolation is better than 20 dB up to 40 GHz, 

which matches the predicted isolation shown in Figure 3.6. As with the series switch, the 

RF performance of the shunt switch is similar for both thermal and electrical triggering 

(Figure 3.12(c) and (d)). For the electrical triggering, the isolation is reduced from -20 dB 

to -15 dB. This is due to the increased resistance for electrical triggering as shown in Figure 

3.9 (c) and (d). Again, the isolation value matches the predicted value, which is shown in 

Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.12. The RF performance of the shunt switch triggered by a thermal and 

electrical mechanism. (a) S11 and (b) S21 of shunt switch at room temperature and at 

80 °C. (c) S11 and (d) S21 of shunt switch with no current bias and with 200 mA current 

bias. 

3.6 Switching Speed 

For many applications, the switching speed is an important parameter for the RF switch. 

The switching speed describes the speed at which a switch can change from its ON to OFF 

status or vice versa. In this work, the switching speed has only been tested under electrical 

triggering, and the switching speed under thermal triggering has not been evaluated. The 
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reason is that, for thermally triggering, the thermal chuck located in the probe station is 

the main heating source with a very slow heating rate (approximate 10 minutes / 10 °C). 

Therefore, the thermally activated VO2 switch is heated up gradually and then turns ON 

gradually, therefore the evaluation of the switching speed for a thermally triggered switch 

is meaningless. Regarding the electrical triggering, it is noted that it causes the VO2 phase-

change just like the thermal triggering, however, the physical mechanism of phase change 

may not be due to the localized Joule-heating as for the thermal triggering. Although 

some heat will be generated by passing the current to the VO2, but the heat may not be 

the primary reason for the phase transition. Some literature has shown that for the 

electrical triggering, the electron carrier injection could be the cause [84]–[87]. Therefore, 

the electrical triggering could have a much faster switching speed as compared to the 

thermal triggering. 

In this work, the series VO2 switch is used for switching speed evaluation. However, the 

shunt switch can also be used. Figure 3.13(a) shows the setup that is used to characterize 

the switching speed under electrical triggering. The waveform generator provides 

continuous RF signals output, and is connected to one end of the series VO2 switch 

through the bias tee. The other end of the series VO2 switch is connected to the 

oscilloscope through the bias tee. Since the series VO2 switch is in the OFF condition in 

the absence of a stimulation, the RF signals are blocked by the VO2 switch and are not 

detected by the oscilloscope. At the time of 0 s, the current pulse generator will generate 

a pulse of DC current to activate the series switch. The current pulse generator is 
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monitored by the oscilloscope to determine the time of the current activation. Once the 

VO2 switch is activated, RF signals transmit through the switch and are detected by the 

oscilloscope. The switching speed is determined through the time period between the 

application of the current and the turning ON of the switch. Figure 3.13(b) shows the 

recorded transient response of the series switch, where the dotted lines show the 

switching time. As presented in Figure 3.13(b), the switching speed is 0.4 µs, which is 

comparable to other non-printed VO2-based switch work [12] (0.7 µs). It is worth 

mentioning that the time delay on the bias tee is expected very small (around 0.0001 µs) 

and thus can be ignored[88]. It is noted that the switching speed depends on the length 

of the switch and can be further reduced if the length is shortened, as demonstrated in a 

study by Madan [10]. This fact is also mentioned in a work by Dumas-Bouchiat [12], where 

it is shown that the switching speed is proportional to the active VO2 volume. For the 

series VO2 switch that is used in this experiment, a switch length of 20 µm is used. 

Therefore, in order to further improve the switching speed as part of our future directions, 

a smaller switch length can be used. Nevertheless, such a switching speed is already very 

promising. 
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Figure 3.13. (a) Switching speed measurement setup and (b) measurement result for 

switching speed. The red curve shows that the current pulse triggers at 0 s. The blue 

curve shows the output voltage detected by the oscilloscope. The two vertical red 

dashed lines indicate the switch turn-on time. 

3.7 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the author have shown extremely low-cost—on the order of cents—fully 

printed RF switches based on a novel VO2-based ink. This chapter covers the development 

of VO2 ink, RF switch design, fabrication, and characterization. Two different types of RF 

switch implementations have been shown, namely, shunt and series switches. Moreover, 

two different switch-activation mechanisms, thermal and electrical, were also 

investigated. These switches have shown good performance with very low frequencies up 

to 40 GHz. In the OFF state, isolations ranging from 30–15 dB have been achieved (from 

low to high frequency, respectively). In the ON state, an IL of around 1 dB was achieved 

for shunt configuration and around 3 dB for the series configuration. A more than 102 
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resistance ratio and a switching speed of 0.4 µs was also achieved. The promising results 

of the fully printed RF switches indicate that they are suitable for low-cost and 

reconfigurable RF components on flexible platforms. 
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Chapter 4 Fully Printed Reconfigurable Filter Based on VO2 Switches  

In the previous chapter, the design, fabrication, and characterization of the inkjet-printed 

VO2 switches with different configurations and triggering mechanisms were presented. 

This chapter demonstrates the utility of the printed VO2 switch for reconfigurable RF 

components. At this point, the author present the design of a reconfigurable filter 

employing VO2 switches as proof of a concept for fully printed reconfigurable RF 

components.  

The advantages of a reconfigurable filter, which can cover multiple frequency bands, are 

stated in previous chapters. Furthermore, the issues with the state-of-the-art 

reconfigurable filters are explained in chapter 2. The fully printed reconfigurable filter 

presented in this chapter attempts to alleviate the problems mentioned before. In 

addition to reconfigurability and low cost, the focus has been placed on miniaturization 

and mechanical flexibility aspects. Specifically, a dual-mode resonator has been designed 

with the printed VO2 switches, resulting in a compact form factor. It is noted that, unlike 

in chapter 3, a screen-printing technique was utilized for the reconfigurable filter, which 

has a much higher fabrication speed. This has been done to verify that the VO2 switch can 

be realized with various additive manufacturing processes. This chapter is structured as 

follows: First, the screen printed VO2 switch is discussed in section 4.1. Thereafter, the 

details of the reconfigurable filter design are provided in section 4.2. Next, the fabrication 

process is briefly introduced in section 4.3, followed by the measurement results and 

discussion in section 4.4. Lastly, a short conclusion is presented in section 4.5.   
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4.1 Screen Printed VO2 Switch 

The inkjet-printed VO2 switches are described in chapter 3. It is worth noting there that 

the ink requirements for the screen printer and inkjet printer are different. Therefore, a 

suitable VO2 ink has been developed for the screen-printing process. The screen-printed 

VO2 switch has been individually characterized to ensure its functionality. The following 

two sub-sections address these topics.  

4.1.1 Screen printable VO2 ink 

To prepare the VO2 ink, high purity and crystalline VO2 particles, with an average particle 

size of 4-6 µm, were firstly prepared using an autoclave reactor in an aqueous 

environment. To develop screen printable VO2 ink, a mixed solvent of terpineol and 

ethanol was used to control the high viscosity and low surface tension of the ink. In 

addition, ethyl cellulose (EC) was used as an organic binder, dispersive agent, and 

rheological modifier. VO2 particles were mixed with the above solution at a controlled 

weight ratio, followed by agitation to obtain homogenous and stable VO2 ink, as shown 

in Figure 4.1(a). This ink was custom designed for the screen-printing process and is 

deposited on various substrates with different printing passes through the AUREL 900PA 

screen-printer. After screen-printing, the printed VO2 films were heated in an oven at 

120 °C for 1 hour to dry them out by evaporating the solvents. It should be noted that VO2 

films have been printed with a high speed of 220 mm/s and it only takes a few minutes to 

complete the printing process. The electrical behavior has also been assessed for printed 
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VO2 films while exposing them to different temperatures as shown in Figure 4.1(b). The 

figure shows the measured resistance changes with the increasing printing passes at 25 °C 

(OFF state) and 90 °C (ON state). The resistance for both OFF and ON states decreases in 

proportion to a larger number of printing passes, as a thicker and denser VO2 layer is 

formed. Specifically, the OFF resistance is measured to be 1976 ohm, while the ON 

resistance is 7.3 ohm after seven printing passes, which demonstrates an OFF/ON ratio of 

270, which is higher than that of the inkjet-printed VO2 films. This is because the VO2 

particles for screen-printable ink have a large crystalline size as compared to the VO2 

particles for inkjet printable ink, whose performance is closer to the ideal single-

crystalline VO2. It is noticed that, however, the VO2 particle in the large crystalline size 

cannot be used for inkjet printable ink due to the nozzle clogging issue. 

 

Figure 4.1. (a) Optical image of the prepared VO2 ink. (b) The measured resistance and 

calculated ON/OFF ratio of the printed VO2 patterns as a function of printing passes at 

25 °C (OFF state) and 90 °C (ON state). 
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4.1.2 VO2 switch fabrication and characterization 

To examine the RF performance of the screen-printed VO2 switches, the author have 

realized the same two configurations as before, in other words, a series switch and a 

shunt switch on a CPW transmission line, as shown in the inset of Figure 4.2(a) and 2(b). 

The operating principle for the screen-printed VO2 switch is the same as that of the inkjet-

printed VO2 switch, which was introduced in chapter 3 and, thus, will not be repeated 

here. The S-parameters of the printed series and shunt switches were measured in the 

ON and OFF states and are shown in Figure 4.2(a) and 4.2(b), respectively. Figure 4.2(a) 

shows that the measured S21 is approximately 3 dB when the VO2 film is in the ON 

condition, allowing the signal to transmit. When the VO2 film is in the OFF condition, the 

S21 becomes -25 dB, indicating that the RF signal has been blocked and, therefore, no 

transmission takes place. For the shunt switch shown in Figure 4.2(b), the measured S21 

is -0.8 dB when the VO2 film is in the OFF state and the signal is transmitted to the other 

end, while the S21 is -20 dB when the VO2 film is in the ON state, which demonstrates no 

signal transmission. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the measured S11 (dashed 

curves), which demonstrates the reflectance of the signal at port 1. These measurements 

indicate a decent RF performance for the printed VO2 switches. However, it is worth 

mentioning that the dimensions of the printed VO2 switches should be optimized for 

individual applications, because the printed VO2 switches with different dimensions have 

different S-parameter responses. The measured S-parameters of the two VO2 shunt 
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switches with different thicknesses are shown in Figure 4.3 as an example, where the S-

parameters of the two switches are different. 

 

Figure 4.2. The measured S-parameters of screen-printed VO2 switches in a series 

configuration (a) and a shunt configuration (b). Insets are optical images of the screen-

printed switches.  
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Figure 4.3. The measured S-parameters of two printed shunt switches with different 

switch thicknesses at signal-block state (VO2 film in ON condition). 

4.2 Filter Design 

4.2.1 Performance estimation through ideal filters 

Before addressing the actual filter design, it is imperative to conduct an early theoretical 

performance estimation. It is known that the IL is strongly related to the order of the filter 

(i.e., the number of resonators in the filter) as well as the quality factor (Q) of the 

resonator. Conventionally, in the case of filter designs, bulk metals such as copper (with 

a conductivity of 6e7 S/m) and low-loss microwave substrates are used. The Q for planar 

resonators, realized in the arrangement mentioned above, can be in the range of 200 to 

300 [89]–[91]. On the other hand, the printed resonators have a relatively low Q (typically 

smaller than 70) due to the lower conductivity of the printed metal traces (approximately 

1.8e7 S/m), higher porosity in the printed metal traces, and as greater surface roughness. 
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To visualize the impact of Q on the IL, the most common equal-ripple bandpass filter 

(which is also referred to as the Chebyshev filter) was synthesized using the EM simulator. 

This filter’s response is based on the equation 

|𝑆21(𝑗Ω)|2 =
1

1 + 휀2𝑇𝑛
2(Ω)

 Equation 4-1 

where 휀 is the ripple constant, Ω is the frequency variable, and 𝑇𝑛(Ω) is the Chebyshev 

function of order 𝑛 [54]. Thus, the equation for estimated loss is 

∆𝐼𝐿 = 4.343 ∑
1

𝐹𝐵𝑊 × 𝑄𝑖
𝑔𝑖 𝑑𝐵

𝑛

𝑖=1

 Equation 4-2 

where 𝑄𝑖  and 𝑔𝑖  are the quality factor and the prototype element value for the 𝑖 th 

resonator. Figure 4.4(a) and (b) illustrate the synthesized filtering performance for 

different orders with Q values of 60 and 300, respectively. For the high Q value (as shown 

in Figure 4.4(b)), the IL increases marginally with the increasing order of the filter. 

However, in the case of the low Q value shown in Figure 4.4(a), a rapid increase in the IL 

is observed with the higher-order filters. This suggests that the printed filter must not use 

a higher-order design due to the higher IL, especially in the case of the narrow band 

bandpass filter design. 
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Figure 4.4. (a) and (b) S-parameters of the two synthesized Chebyshev filters with 

different Q values. 

4.2.2 Dual mode resonator filter design 

The filter design aims to achieve frequency reconfigurability with a compact size and with 

the minimum possible IL for all the operating frequency bands on a flexible substrate 

(Kapton). In this work, the design of a bandpass filter operating at two bands (4 GHz and 

3.75 GHz) with 500 MHz bandwidth is taken as an example. The filter operating at 4 GHz 

is first designed in this section, whereas the frequency reconfigurability is presented the 

in next section. To balance the IL and the filtering performance, a second-order filter is 

selected for this work. The lower order filter helps reduce the IL as well as the size. A 

further reduction in the filter size as well as the IL is possible by employing a dual-mode 
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resonator. Unlike the conventional single-mode resonator, the dual-mode resonator 

supports two resonance modes, that is, the even-mode and the odd-mode. Therefore, 

instead of having two single-mode resonators, one dual-mode resonator is enough for a 

second-order filter. Several types of planar dual-mode resonators are shown in Figure 4.5. 

It is worth mentioning that all the resonators and their variations in Figure 4.5 can be used 

for filter designs., but employing them in a reconfigurable filter is challenging because the 

operating frequency is inversely proportional to the size, which is usually difficult to alter. 

Some of the planar reconfigurable filters with dual-mode resonators are demonstrated in 

the literature. However, all of them utilize capacitive varactors with expensive subtractive 

fabrication processes where multiple grounding via holes are required [92]–[98]. In 

addition, the tuning mechanism for filters with a capacitive varactor is different from 

those with the VO2 switch. Therefore, their design topologies cannot be applied to the 

VO2-based filter design, and a new filter design needs to be developed 
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Figure 4.5. Various types of dual-mode resonators: (a) stepped impedance resonator 

[99]; (b) circular disk resonator; (c) square patch resonator [100], [101]; (d) circular ring 

resonator [102], [103]; (e) square loop resonator [104]; (f) triangular patch resonator 

[105], [106]; (g) open loop resonator with center loading/slow wave open loop 

resonator [107], [108]. 

For a VO2 switch-based reconfigurable filter, the open-loop resonator is considered the 

best option because the switches can be integrated at the end of the opened loop, which 

is impractical for other types of dual-mode resonators. The proposed dual-mode 

resonator layout is shown in Figure 4.6(a). It can be observed that the layout is different 

from the one shown in Figure 4.5(g) due to some considerations. First, the three openings 

labeled “x”, “y”, and “z” in Figure 4.6(a) are arranged close to each other to simplify the 

subsequent VO2 switches’ integration and activation, which is explained in the next 

section. Second, the meandered line in the inside of the loop further reduces the size of 

the filter by fully utilizing the space. It is noticeable that the filter layout design is 

symmetrical along the interface, as highlighted by the red dashed line, which is called the 
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symmetry plane (S-S΄). When it resonates in the odd mode, the two halves have opposite 

voltage potential and current distribution, so that the symmetry plane behaves like an 

electric wall, which can be replaced by a virtual short-circuit, as shown in Figure 4.6(b). In 

this case, the current flows in the outer arm between the end marked as “x” and the end 

marked as “z”, as can be seen from the current distribution in Figure 4.6(d). The negligible 

current concentration on the inner meandered lines is due to the virtual ground that is 

located on the symmetry plane. In contrast, when it operates in the even mode, both 

halves have the same voltage potential and current distribution, so the symmetry plane 

can be replaced by a magnetic wall, and the middle of the resonator becomes virtually 

open-circuited (Figure 4.6(c)). For the even mode, the current is distributed symmetrically 

along the magnetic wall, as it flows from the outer arms to their respective inner 

meandered arms (from “x” and “z” to “y”), as shown in Figure 4.6(e).  
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Figure 4.6. The designed dual-mode resonator (a) and its equivalent representation in 

odd mode (b) and even mode (c). The symmetry plane S-S’ of the resonator is shown as 

the red dashed line in (a). The current distribution of the designed dual-mode filter is 

shown in (d) for odd mode and (e) for even mode. 

As mentioned, a second-order reconfigurable filter was designed for this work. Since the 

dual-mode resonator is to be employed, one single dual-mode resonator shown in Figure 

4.6(a) is sufficient. The complete filter layout is shown within the blue dashed box of 
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Figure 4.8(a), where the grayish lines represent the metal traces. It is observed that the 

taped-line coupling has been utilized for the input and output feeding lines. The Kapton 

substrate (휀𝑟 = 2.8, 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿 = 0.002), with a thickness of 0.125 mm, has been used to 

provide flexibility to the filter. With the given properties of the substrate, the feeding line 

width is calculated as 0.29 mm to satisfy the 50 Ω characteristic impedance, as is labeled 

in Figure 4.8 (a). The width of the resonator does not have to be the same as the feeding 

line. For the microstrip line, the width of the strip does not only affect the characteristic 

impedance, but it also affects the total losses, which mainly comprise the dielectric loss, 

the conductor loss, and the radiation loss. A wider microstrip results in lower conductor 

loss, but it induces higher dielectric and radiation losses, and vice versa [54]. Therefore, 

an optimum microstrip width corresponds to the minimum total loss. The optimization of 

the strip width is often ignored in most filter designs in the literature, which is fine for 

high Q resonators. However, for the low Q resonator filters, such as presented in this work, 

the optimization of the width is important. The result of the total Q versus the strip width 

for a test setup (Figure 4.7(a)) is given in Figure 4.7(b). In addition, the resonance 

frequency changes versus the width is also provided in Figure 4.7(b). 
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Figure 4.7. (a) The test setup and (b) the results for evaluating the effects of strip width 

to the total Q and resonant frequency. The length of the half-wavelength resonator in 

(a) is 24 mm; the thickness of the strip is assumed 4 µm; the roughness is set to 1 µm. 

The properties of the Kapton substrate are presented in the previous paragraph. 

Figure 4.7(b) demonstrates that the total Q reaches its maximum of approximately 60 

when the strip width is 1 mm. However, other adjacent values (from 0.6 mm to 1.4 mm) 

also provide similar performance. Moreover, a frequency shift is identified by varying the 

strip width as shown in Figure 4.7(b). It is expected that, for a complex filter layout 

composed of multiple microstrip segments, such as the one shown in Figure 4.8(a), the 

manual global optimization in terms of both operating frequency and IL is extremely 

difficult. Alternatively, CAD-assisted global optimization can be used. In this work, the 

optimization of the filter’s dimension is conducted in the EM simulator (CST Microwave). 

However, such optimization is only a fine-tuning of the filter’s dimension, where a close 

estimate of the dimension value is important. Therefore, the optimized 1 mm width 
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derived in Figure 4.7(b) is pre-assigned for some major microstrip segments in Figure 

4.8(a), such as W2 and W3. Due to the space restriction for the middle-meandered lines, 

a smaller width value (0.6 mm) is pre-assigned to the meandered lines. According to 

Figure 4.7(b), a 0.6 mm width is acceptable as it also offers a satisfactory total Q. The 

estimated length is pre-assigned to ensure the mode frequencies at the two modes match 

the required resonant frequencies. This is equivalent that the length of the red lines 

shown in Figure 4.6(d) and (e) equals half of the wavelength at the two required mode 

frequencies. The final dimensions after the optimization are provided in the caption in 

Figure 4.8. As a proof, Figure 4.8(b) shows the filter’s performance with different W3 

values, where the optimum value is observed at 1 mm. The filter for the first operating 

frequency band (4 GHz) has been successfully designed. The next section introduces the 

filter’s reconfigurability to the other band with the aid of VO2 switches. 
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Figure 4.8. (a) The layout of the optimized design of the dual-mode resonator 

reconfigurable filter. The black bar indicates the location of the VO2 switch. Dimensions: 

L1=0.13; L2=2.72; L3=0.66; L4=0.66; L5=0.66; L6=3.23; L7=5.61; L8=0.66; L9=0.3; 

L10=0.66; L11=7.02; L12=2.56; L13=1.64; L14=3; W1=0.29; W2=1; W3=1; W4=0.66; 

W5=1.35; W6=0.4; W7=0.41. All dimension values are in millimeters. (b) The IL and RL 

loss versus W3. 
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4.2.3 Reconfigurability through VO2 switches 

It is well known that the operating frequency is inversely proportional to the electrical 

length of the microwave structure. For this particular design, the frequency decreases by 

increasing the lengths of the three open-ended traces located on the top (labeled as x, y, 

and z in Figure 4.6(a)). Thus, the reconfigurability of the operating frequency can be 

achieved by integrating three RF switches in series configuration to control the lengths of 

the open-ended traces, as shown in black color in Figure 4.8(a). If the switches are all in 

the OFF state, the three metal traces (within the dashed orange rectangle in Figure 4.8(a)) 

are disconnected from the main filter, resulting in a shorter length of the filter. Thus, the 

filter operates at 4 GHz. On the other hand, if all the three RF switches are in the ON state, 

the switches will function as bridges and, thus, the length of the filter will be extended. In 

this case, the operating frequency will shift to a lower frequency, that is, 3.75 GHz. 

Notably, the two operating frequencies were selected arbitrarily, and the values can be 

varied just by adjusting the lengths of the filter. 

The ideal switches, defined as zero conductivity in the OFF state and zero resistivity in the 

ON states, were used for the initial simulations and the results are shown in Figure 4.9 as 

dashed lines. This demonstrates that the designed filter operates at approximately 4 GHz 

with an IL of 1.6 dB under the OFF condition, while the operating frequency is shifted to 

3.75 GHz, with the same IL, when the switches are turned ON. However, unlike an ideal 

switch, the printed VO2 switch has a finite resistance value for both ON and OFF states, 

and the realistic ON/OFF resistance ratio is around 300. By varying the thickness of the 
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VO2 switch, different ON and OFF resistance value combinations can be obtained. Thus, it 

is necessary to optimize the filtering performance by choosing different resistances for 

both the ON and OFF states. The author simulate the performance of the filter by 

sweeping switch resistance values from 2 Ω to 3 kΩ. As shown in Figure 4.9(a), a lower IL 

is achievable with lower resistance in the ON state and higher resistance in the OFF state. 

Considering the limitation of the best-case scenario ON/OFF ratio of 300 for our printed 

VO2 switch, the author select an ON resistance of 5 Ω and an OFF resistance of 1.5 kΩ. 

This choice helps to achieve a reasonable and balanced IL at both conditions (Inset in 

Figure 4.9(a)), in other words, 2.3 dB at 3.75 GHz and 4 GHz. With a fixed switch length 

and width, the resistance value is determined by the thickness, which can be varied by 

simply increasing or decreasing the number of printed layers. 
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Figure 4.9. The simulated (a) S21 and (b) S11 of the filter while sweeping the resistance of 

the VO2 switch. The inset of (a) is the zoomed-in figure. 
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4.3 Filter Fabrication 

The designed filter was fabricated on a flexible Kapton substrate with a thickness of 125 

μm using the screen printer (AUREL 900PA). The important fabrication steps are detailed 

in Figure 4.10 (a-b) and the various stages of the printed prototype are shown in Figure 

4.10 (c-d). In the first step, metal parts were printed using a commercial silver paste 

(DuPont PE819) on a pre-cleaned Kapton substrate (Figure 4.10(c)). After printing, the 

sample was dried and annealed in a vacuum oven at 300 °C for 1 h to achieve a 

conductivity of 1.8 e7 S/m. Then, the VO2 switches were printed using the custom VO2 ink, 

followed by drying in an oven at 120 °C for 1 h. Figure 4.10 (d) shows the printed VO2 

switches at the desired locations. Fifteen passes (110 μm) were printed to achieve the 

desired ON and OFF resistance, as discussed in the previous section. Finally, the ground 

plane was printed with the silver paste and dried in an oven at 120 °C for 5 min. To 

thermally activate the VO2 switches, a meandered line heater was printed on a thin 

Kapton substrate, as shown in Figure 4.10(e). The printed heater is attached to the 

backside of the filter. 
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Figure 4.10. Schematic of screen printing of (a) silver traces on Kapton and (b) VO2 

switches. (c) printed prototype with silver traces only (d) prototype with printed VO2 

switches (e) printed heater. 

4.4 Measurement Result and Discussion 

The fabricated filter shown in Figure 4.11(b) has been characterized through a calibrated 

VNA from 3 GHz to 5 GHz. The measured S-parameters were extracted and are shown in 

Figure 4.11(a), together with the simulation results. As expected, in the OFF state of the 

VO2 switches, the filter operates around 4 GHz with a 3 dB bandwidth of 500 MHz. An IL 

of -2.6 dB was measured, as demonstrated in Figure 4.11(a) (the red solid curve). From 

the same figure, the S11 (black solid curve) is measured to be approximately -15 dB 

throughout the passband frequency, which indicates a decent input impedance match. In 
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the ON state of the VO2 switches, when the meandered heater is activated, the effective 

length of the filter becomes longer, and the operating frequency moves to 3.75 GHz. The 

measured results under this condition are plotted in Figure 4.11(a), where the blue solid 

curve represents S21 and the green solid curve represents S11. While the operating 

frequency is changed, the 3 dB bandwidth of 500 MHz and IL of -2.6 dB are maintained, 

as is the case in the OFF state. The S11 also remains below -15 dB, as in the OFF state. 

Compared to the simulation results, a slight increase (0.3 dB) is noted in the IL. This could 

be due to a slight underestimation of the conductor losses. Other than this, a slight 

downshift of the operating frequency (50 MHz) can also be observed, which could be 

because of a slight overprint of the conductive traces, resulting in a slightly longer filter 

and, thus, a slightly lowered operating frequency. Nevertheless, these are minor 

variations and, overall, the measured and simulation results are in good agreement. 
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Figure 4.11. (a) The simulated and measured S-parameters (S11 and S21) of the filter at 

both ON and OFF states. (b) Fabricated filter. 

Flexibility is an important advantage of the proposed filter. To investigate the 

performance of the filter under bent or flexed conditions, it is characterized under various 

concave and convex bending conditions as shown in Figure 4.12(b). The measurement 
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results are plotted in Figure 4.12(a). It is observable that the measured S-parameters 

remain highly stable and are almost indistinguishable under all the bending conditions. It 

is noted that only one set of curves is labeled “bent” and it represents all the bending 

conditions for the sake of clarity because the filter’s performance for all bending 

conditions are almost identical. Several factors account for its high immunity to the 

bending effect. First, both of the printed VO2 films and the conductive silver film are 

densely deposited and are attached to the Kapton substrate very tightly. Therefore, the 

quality of the VO2 film and silver film ensures that no degrading or cracking occurs during 

the bending. Second, a thin Kapton with a thickness of 0.125 mm was selected 

intentionally. It is known that a thicker substrate under bending conditions induces more 

tangential displacement with its adjacent layer, which is the printed VO2 and silver layer 

in our case. A strong displacement can result in the printed VO2 and silver layer cracking 

or peeling away from the substrate. Therefore, the thin substrate used in our proposed 

filter design also helps to prevent cracking in the VO2 and silver film. Third, the proposed 

filter is realized by a microstrip transmission line, the predominant electrical field 

distribution of which is confined within the Kapton substrate, as shown in Figure 4.13(a). 

This field distribution is only a function of the substrate thickness, the substrate property 

(permittivity), as well as the width of the signal trace, all of which remain constant during 

all bending conditions. The same simulation results of the filter under various bending 

conditions, as shown in Figure 4.13(b), and switching conditions also prove the above 

theory and match the measurement results with the same frequency offset, as shown in 
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Figure 4.11(a). To conclude, the filter offers excellent stability and reliability, and it is 

highly suitable for wearable and IoT applications. 

 

Figure 4.12. (a) The measured S-parameter of the filter under flat and bending 

conditions. (b) Fabricated filter under various bending conditions. 
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Figure 4.13 (a) Electric field distribution of a microstrip line on Kapton substrate. (b) The 

filter under various bending conditions with a bending radius up to 5 mm. 

4.5 Conclusions 

A fully printed frequency reconfigurable filter based on printed VO2 switches was 

demonstrated in this chapter. The small size of the filter is achieved due to a dual-mode 

resonator as well as the meandering of lines in the design. By controlling the ON and OFF 

states of the three VO2 RF switches, through thermal activation by a printed heater on 

the backside, the frequency of the filter can be reconfigured from 4 GHz to 3.75 GHz. The 

measurement results match well with the simulated result. Furthermore, a decent IL of 

2.6 dB was recorded for both bands, despite the low conductivity of the silver ink used in 

the process. The flexibility was also studied and the measurement results reveal stable S-
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parameters with a negligible frequency shift when the filter is bent. The performance of 

this filter is comparable to other reconfigurable filter works realized through the 

conventional fabrication process, with the added advantages of flexibility, lower 

fabrication cost, and shorter fabrication time. The comparison of some bandpass filters, 

which include a reconfigurable filter fabricated by a subtractive process, and printed 

filters from a printing process, as shown in table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Comparison of bandpass filters 

IL(dB) 
Reconfigurabil

ity 
Flexibilit

y 
Solderin

g /Via 

Bending 
perform

ance 
Size(λg)  

3.5 Yes No No N.A. 0.42*0.5 [57] 

1.8-3.9 Yes No Solder N.A. 1.26*0.31 [59] 

2.9-6 Yes No 
Solder & 

Via 
N.A. 0.51*0.39 [109] 

1.7-4.8 Yes No 
Solder & 

Via 
N.A. 0.24*0.19 [62] 

2.2-4.1 Yes No 
Solder & 

Via 
N.A. 1.36*0.96 [110] 

2.35 No Yes Via N.A. 0.19*0.2 [65] 

8 No Yes No N.A. 1.7*4.1 [66] 

2.2 No Yes Via N.A. 0.25*0.19 [67] 

2.6 Yes Yes No Yes 0.17*0.21 
This 
work 
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A low loss, flexible, disposable, and reconfigurable filter has been developed. Moreover, 

only the thermally triggered filter has been demonstrated. In fact, an electrically triggered 

filter has also been designed and tested with the layout shown in Figure 4.14. However, 

the measured IL is around 5 dB (equivalent to ~70 % of the signal being wasted), which is 

too high for practical applications. The high IL is mainly attributed to the conductor loss 

from the additional bias T, which comprises long narrow lines and two parts of radial stubs. 

If a conductor ink with higher conductivity and a smoother printed film surface is 

developed in the future, the electrically triggered filter with reasonable IL may be 

fabricated. 

 

Figure 4.14. The design layout of the electrically triggered reconfigurable filter. 
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Chapter 5 Modeling of Fully Printed VO2 Switches Using an ANN 

A reconfigurable filter employing the VO2 switch was presented in the previous chapter. 

Like all other microwave devices, a circuit model is required for the VO2 switch so that it 

can be easily incorporated in Computer Aided Tools (CAD) for modeling reconfigurable 

microwave components. In this work, we have chosen to develop an ANN based model 

for the printed VO2 switch. As has been mentioned in section 2.4.1, compared to other 

modeling techniques such as equivalent circuit model or S-parameter-based model, this 

new approach is capable of modeling complex devices with various independent 

parameters. In this chapter, the fundamentals of the ANN will be first introduced in 

section 5.1, followed by data acquisition and preparation in section 5.2. The training and 

optimization of the printed VO2 switch-based model is explored in section 5.3. Some of 

the comparison results between the actual value and the predicted value from the model 

have been showcased in section 5.3 as well. Finally, as a proof of concept, a reconfigurable 

filter example is given in section 5.4 that demonstrates the design environment through 

co-simulation of the ANN model in Python and the EM model in the microwave simulator.  

5.1.Fundamentals of ANN 

In order to better understand the operating principle of ANN, some of the essential 

parameters and terminologies must be introduced, which are described in the following 

content. Here, the figure (which previously appeared as Figure 2.9 in this thesis) showing 

the general ANN structure is reproduced in Figure5.1 for ease of reference. 
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Figure 5.1. The general structure of an ANN for supervised learning 

Inputs of an ANN are values that are taken from the outside and fed into the neural 

network. Any variables whose value can be digitized can be used as inputs, such as 

temperature, length, width, or resistance. Notably, the number of inputs can be greater 

than one. For example, the number of inputs is A1 in Figure 5.1. 

Outputs of an ANN are values calculated at the final layer that represent an expected 

variable, which can be temperature, weight, or the S-parameter. In Figure 5.1, the number 

of outputs is only one; however, more than one output is possible for an ANN.  

Layers in ANN: In an ANN, the input signals can pass through many neurons before 

generating the output signal. Each neuron belongs to a layer, which can be either the 

input, output, or hidden layer (the layers between the input layer and the output layer). 

Typically, designs include only one input layer and one output layer, whereas there can 

be many hidden layers: for example, more than hundreds of hidden layers for deep 
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learning. For the structure shown in Figure 5.1, there is one input layer, one output layer, 

and k hidden layers. In general, a network with more layers can handle more complex 

problems, but too many hidden layers could lead to adverse effects, such as unnecessary 

excessive training time or overfitting issues. In the ANN shown in Figure 5.1, although 

there are k+2 layers, which include the input layer, the output layer, and the hidden 

layers, it is commonly referred to as a k+1-layer ANN. 

Neurons are the building blocks of an ANN. Each layer contains an arbitrary number of 

neurons. With that said, however, the numbers of neurons in the input layer or the output 

layer should match the numbers of input or output. In Figure 5.1, the neurons are 

indicated as blue circles. As can be seen from the figure, multiple input values are fed into 

a single neuron, and its output value is forwarded to all neurons in the subsequent layer 

as one of their input values. The structure of an individual neuron is shown in Figure 5.2, 

in which a flowchart of how the data is handled is shown. There are 𝑛 inputs from the 

previous layers, which are labeled from 𝑋1to 𝑋𝑛. All inputs are first multiplied by their 

respective value (weight), the population of which is labeled from 𝑊1to 𝑊𝑛 . An optional 

value (bias) can also be summated. The summation is then processed by a function called 

the activation function (AF), and the result is the output of this neuron and will be used 

as the input signal for the subsequent layer. The mathematical relationship between the 

inputs and the output is given in Figure 5.2. It is worth mentioning that the presence of 

more neurons in an ANN enables the handling of more complex tasks, but this occurs at 

the price of potential overfitting phenomena and prolonged training time. 
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Figure 5.2. Functional structure diagram of an individual neuron and the mathematical 

relationship between the inputs and the output 

The structure of an ANN can be very complex depending on the type of problem it is 

designed to handle, such as convolutional neural networks, recurrent neural networks, 

and so on. However, for the typical regression problem observed in this dissertation, the 

feed-forward neural network (also referred to as a multilayer perceptron) is employed. 

Figure 5.1 illustrates a fully connected feed-forward neural network in which all of the 

neurons in a single layer are connected to all the neurons in the next neighboring layer 

and only to these neurons.  

Weight, as mentioned above, is a parameter in each neuron that is used as the 

multiplicand. Weights are initially set as small random values and then iteratively updated 

such that the outputs are close to the desired target values. Although any number can be 

initially assigned to the weight, a small value, typically in the range of [0,1] or [-1,1], is 

preferred to help reduce overfitting and foster fast convergence. 
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The bias, which is also introduced in the previous content, is an optional parameter in the 

neuron. 

The AF is a mathematical equation that describes the relationship between the inputs 

(independent variables) and the output (dependent variable), also called the transfer 

function. Several AFs have been developed and used in modern neural networks. Some 

of the common AFs are illustrated in Fig 5.3. Typically, all neurons use the same AF. 

However, the neurons in the output layer have limited types of AF for potential selection. 

These can be either a linear function (for a regression problem) or a sigmoid or softmax 

function for a classification problem. In practice, the sigmoid function is more commonly 

selected for conventional multilayer fully connected neural networks while the relu 

function is more commonly used in deep neural networks. 
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Figure 5.3. Some of the common AFs with their name, figure, and expression. “y” 

denotes the output, and “x” denotes the input. 

The loss function, or often called the cost function or error function, is a function of the 

predictive power of a network. The lower the value of the loss function, the better the 

performance of the network, and the goal of training the network is to minimize the loss 
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function to as low a value as possible. Some of the commonly used loss functions for 

regression problems are described below.  

• MAE stands for mean absolute error. MAE is the sum of absolute differences 

between the predicted value and the true (target) values. It measures the average 

magnitude of the errors without considering their directions. The mathematical 

expression of MAE is shown below.  

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
∑ |𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖

𝑝|𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
, 𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, 𝑦𝑖

𝑝 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒  

• MSE stands for mean square error. MSE is the mean of squared distances between 

the predicted values and the true (target) values. Comparing to MAE, the MSE is 

more sensitive to outliers. Therefore, if the training data is corrupted with outliers, 

MAE is a better choice than MSE. Otherwise, if the outliers are equal in importance 

to the other training data, the MSE should be used. The mathematical expression 

of the MSE is given below.  

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖

𝑝)
2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
, 𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, 𝑦𝑖

𝑝 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 

• MAPE stands for mean absolute percentage error. It is only used if the percentage 

of the error is considered important. The mathematical expression of MAPE is 

given below. 

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =
∑ |(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖

𝑝)/𝑦𝑖|
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
, 𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, 𝑦𝑖

𝑝 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 
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• MSLE stands for mean squared logarithmic error. Similar to MAPE, it is only used 

if the percentage of the error is considered important. MLSE only takes into 

consideration the relative difference between the predicted values and the true 

(target) values: that is, the percentage difference. This means that MSLE treats 

small differences between small true and predicted values in a similar manner to 

large differences between large true and predicted values. For example, for 𝑦1 =

10  and 𝑦1
𝑝 = 20  the MSE is 100; for 𝑦1 = 1000  and 𝑦1

𝑝 = 2000  the MSE is 

1,000,000, which is a large difference. However, the MSLE for the above-

mentioned predictions is 0.09062. The mathematical expression of MSLE is given 

below. 

𝑀𝑆𝐿𝐸 =
∑ (log (𝑦𝑖) − log (𝑦𝑖

𝑝))
2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
, 𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, 𝑦𝑖

𝑝
 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 

The training dataset and test dataset are the two sets of input data. The training data is 

used for training the neural network, whereas the test (or validation) data, is used to 

evaluate the neural network. The input data in these two sets are exclusive, which means 

that the data is either in the training or test dataset. This ensures that the network under 

evaluation has never been exposed to the test data, which allows for a superior evaluation 

of the generalized capability of the network. The ratio between the training dataset and 

the test dataset can be set arbitrarily. However, 70–80% of the total input data are 

typically used for training purposes, whereas 20–30% percent of the total input data are 

used for testing purposes. 
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The training process refers to the process of updating the weight and bias values in order 

to minimize the loss function using the optimization method: a process described below. 

The optimization of weight and bias values is an iterative process. In general, the value of 

the loss function reduces gradually for every iteration and eventually stabilizes or even 

increases (overfitting phenomenon).  

The epoch is the parameter that controls the number of complete passes of the training 

dataset. For example, one epoch indicates that all the data in the training dataset have 

been used once over the course of the training process. 

Batch size is the parameter that defines the number of individual data points in each 

iteration of the training process. For example, a total of 100 samples in the training 

dataset divided into five equal parts will result in a batch size of 20, which means that five 

iterations are required to complete one epoch. The batch size can have a significant 

impact on the training process. On the one hand, using an excessively large batch size is 

memory-hungry, time-consuming, and leads a slow to converge. On the other hand, using 

an excessively small batch size can speed up the computation but is more likely to miss 

the minimum of the loss function. Therefore, choosing an appropriate batch size is 

essential. 

Optimization methods are also often called optimizers. Optimizers are used to find the 

minimum of the multi-variable equation defined by the loss function. All weights and 

biases serve as the input variables. Different optimizers have different algorithms to 
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update weight and bias. Some of the fundamentals of ANN optimizers are introduced 

below. 

• Gradient descent (GD), which is also referred to as the first-order method, is an 

optimization algorithm for finding the minimum of a differentiable function. The 

mathematical expression and the illustration in one and two dimensions are given 

in Figure 5.4, where 𝑥𝑡  represents the previous value, 𝑥𝑡+1  represents the 

updated value,  𝑙𝑟  represents the learning rate, and 𝑦𝑃(𝑥𝑗)  represents the 

function of the predicted value. As can be seen from the equation, the new value 

of the variable is achieved by subtracting a fraction delta from the old value: the 

delta is equal to the gradient multiplied by the learning rate. The learning rate 

controls the step size of the value update and is typically on the order of 0.001 to 

ensure that the minimum is not overlooked.  

 

Figure 5.4. Illustration of the GD method in one and two dimensions with its equation 
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• SGD is short for stochastic gradient descent, which can be regarded as a stochastic 

approximation of GD optimization. In SGD, only a subset of the entire data is used 

to replace the actual gradient, whose calculation is based on the entire dataset 

(mini-batch SGD). SGD achieves faster iterations than GD, and it therefore replaces 

GD in most cases. 

• Newton’s method is a second-order method. To better understand Newton’s 

method, first consider the one-dimensional case, where only one variable exists 

in the 𝑦𝑃. The second-order Taylor expansion of 𝑦𝑃 is 

𝑦𝑃(𝑥𝑡 + Δ𝑥) ≈ 𝑦𝑃(𝑥𝑡) + 𝑦𝑃
(𝑥𝑡)

′
Δ𝑥 +

1

2
𝑦𝑃

(𝑥𝑡)

′′
Δ𝑥2 . 

The minimum of the 𝑦𝑃 can be found by setting the derivative to zero. So 

0 =
𝑑

𝑑Δ𝑥
(𝑦𝑃(𝑥𝑡 + Δ𝑥)) = 𝑦𝑃

(𝑥𝑡)

′
+ 𝑦𝑃

(𝑥𝑡)

′′
Δ𝑥 , 

that 

Δ𝑥 = −
𝑦𝑃

(𝑥𝑡)

′

𝑦𝑃
(𝑥𝑡)
′′ = −𝑦𝑃

(𝑥𝑡)

′′ −1
𝑦𝑃

(𝑥𝑡)

′
  

Therefore, the updated value for the variable will be 

𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑡 + Δ𝑥 = 𝑥𝑡 − 𝑦𝑃
(𝑥𝑡)

′′ −1
𝑦𝑃

(𝑥𝑡)

′
 

For multivariate 𝑦𝑃 , where all weights are considered variables, the more general 

expression for Newton’s method is given as 
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𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑡 − ∇2𝑦𝑃(𝑥𝑡)−1∇𝑦𝑃(𝑥𝑡) . 

Comparing to GD, Newton’s method uses curvature information, which is more direct. A 

comparison between the gradient-descent method and Newton’s method is shown in 

Figure 5.5. However, it is worth mentioning that since Newton’s method requires the 

calculation of both the first-order gradient (Jacobian matrix) and the second-order 

gradient (Hessian matrix) at every iteration, it is computationally expensive. Therefore, 

Newton’s method is impractical for use in most real applications. 

 

Figure 5.5. The comparison between gradient descent (green curve) and Newton’s 

method (blue curve) 

• Quasi-Newton methods use the approximation of Hessian matrix without actual 

calculation of the second-order gradient. They are alternatives to Newton’s 

method if the Hessian matrix is too expensive to compute or unavailable. 

Examples of quasi-Newton methods are BFGS and SR1. 

• Gauss-Newton is a modification of Newton’s method, where the calculation of the 

second gradient is not required, and only the first gradient (Jacobian matrix 𝐽) is 
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required. The final mathematical expression of the Gauss-Newton method is given 

below. 

𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑡 − (𝐽𝑇𝐽)−1𝐽𝑇𝐹(𝑦𝑃), 𝐹 𝑖𝑠 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

• The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method interpolates between the Gauss-Newton 

method and the gradient-descent method. It is considered to be more robust than 

the Gauss-Newton method. The final mathematical expression of the LM method 

is given below. 

𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑡 − (𝐽𝑇𝐽 + 𝜆𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝐽𝑇𝐽))
−1

𝐽𝑇𝐹(𝑦𝑃), 𝜆 𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 

It is worth mentioning that the second-order Newton method and its derivative methods 

mentioned above are not widely used for medium- to large-scale ANNs. Instead, the SGD 

is more standard because they are simpler. However, one problem for SGD originates 

from the constant value of the learning rate. A high learning rate could result in the 

variables bouncing around the minimum without converging. A low learning rate could 

result in a prolonged training process. It is, therefore, preferable to automatically decay 

the learning rate. In addition to the learning rate, another potential problem for SGD is 

that convergence could stop if the gradient is too small, especially when the variables are 

around the minimum or on the saddle point. This could be potentially alleviated by using 

the momentum. Therefore, some SGD-based variant methods have been developed to 

resolve the above-mentioned problems. Several of them are introduced below. 
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• Adagrad is a method based on SGD with the adaptive learning rate. However, the 

learning rate is always decreasing and eventually becomes too small for the 

network to continue the learning process. 

• Adadelta is an extension of Adagrad that tends to avoid the decaying learning rate 

problem.  

• Adam represents adaptive momentum estimation, which is an extension of 

Adadelta. It is not only adaptive to the learning rate but also to the momentum. 

• RMSProp is another method that is similar to Adam, where RMSProp utilizes the 

plain (non-Nesterov) momentum method.  

Overfitting is a term used to describe poor generalization of a well-trained network. In an 

ideal case, the error for the training dataset and for the testing dataset are similar. 

However, if the model is over-trained by the training dataset, the network becomes more 

accurate for the training dataset and less accurate for the testing dataset. This 

phenomenon is called overfitting, which should be avoided. There are several techniques 

to help alleviate overfitting, such as early-stopping, reducing the size of the ANN, applying 

a regularization method, or dropout layers in deep networks. 

5.2 Data Acquisition and Preparation 

Acquiring accurate data is the first (and an important) step in creating an accurate ANN 

model because inaccurate data will result in an erroneous and unreliable trained model. 

Note that the data in this work are obtained from the measured results, which is a more 

accurate technique than obtaining them from simulated data. Therefore, the process of 
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data acquisition will be explained first in section 5.2.1, which includes 1) layout design, 2) 

device fabrication, and 3) measurement. Following data acquisition, the raw data need to 

be further processed in a so-called data-preparation step to ensure a better training 

process. This step will be introduced in detail in section 5.2.2 and includes 1) output 

format transformation, 2) data de-embedding, 3) data averaging, 4) data smoothing, 5) 

data scaling, and 6) data shuffle.  

5.2.1 Data acquisition 

Layout design: 

In this chapter, the VO2 switches on the CPW transmission line are used for modeling. It 

is noted that both the series switch and shunt switch configurations can be used for the 

modeling. However, for the sake of proving the concept, only the shunt switches are 

selected for this modeling work. The layout of a single VO2 switch in shunt configuration 

is depicted in Figure 5.6, where the substrate is represented in yellow, the printed VO2 

film is represented in black, and the printed conductive trace is represented in red. Note 

that the dimension of the printed VO2 film affects the resistance in its activated and non-

activated conditions, which will in turn affect the performance of the switch. Thus, the 

dimensions of the VO2 film, such as its width, length, and thickness, will be included in the 

model and taken as the input variables of the ANN model. As a result, a series of VO2 

switches with different dimensions need to be fabricated and measured. 
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Figure 5.6 (a) Two-dimensional top view of the VO2 switch on a CPW transmission line. 

(b) Three-dimensional zoomed-in representation of the VO2 switch. 

Notably, the length of the VO2 switch, which is indicated by the blue bar in Figure 5.6, is 

actually the gap between the signal trace and the ground trace. Some parts of the VO2 

film (shaded in gray color in Figure 5.6(a)), which overlap the conductive traces, are not 

part of the switch length. Changing the gap without adjustment of the signal-trace width 

will result in a change in the characteristic impedance of the CPW transmission line, which 

incurs an unwanted impedance mismatch. Therefore, in order to maintain a 50 Ω 

characteristic impedance, the width of the signal trace needs to be adjusted in accordance 

with the gap. However, the combination of the gap or signal-trace width is limited due to 

some constraints. First, a 650-µm sapphire was used as the substrate for its low dielectric 

loss (tanδ = 0.0001, εr = 9.3). With this substrate, the combination of the gap value and 

the signal-width value of the CPW for a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω can be 

synthesized: the result is shown in Table 5.1. Note that for the screen-printing process 

utilized in this work, the minimum gap size that can be reliably printed is around 100 µm. 
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Therefore, the first combination of 50–200 µm in Table 5.1 is not achievable. Second, the 

VO2 switch is measured using two RF probes that contain three pins (the first ground pin, 

the signal pin, and the second ground pin), as indicated on the two sides in Figure 5.6 (a). 

The distance between the two adjacent pins is referred to as the pitch size (P), while the 

distance between the center of the signal trace and the edge of the ground trace is 

indicated by p. In order to measure the VO2 switches by the RF probes, the pitch P must 

not be smaller than the p. The maximum available pitch size in the lab is 500 µm. 

Therefore, by observing the Table 5.1, the last two combinations are not measurable. To 

conclude, for these experiments, the length of the VO2 switch can either be 100 µm or 

150 µm. 

Table 5.1. Gap and signal-width value with Z0 = 50 Ω on a sapphire substrate 

Gap 
(µm) 

Signal 
width (µm) 

Distance between signal center 
and ground edge p (µm) 

Printable Measurable 

50 200 150 No Yes 

100 400 300 Yes Yes 

150 600 450 Yes Yes 

200 800 600 Yes No 

250 1000 750 Yes No 

 

In contrast to the length, the width of the VO2 switch has no physical upper limit. However, 

for a real application where the switch is integrated in a system, the width cannot be 
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infinitively large. Therefore, in this work, several values are taken to cover the range of 

most meaningful switch width, which are 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 mm.  

The thickness is proportional to the printing cycles. It is, therefore, easier to use the 

number of printed layers as the input variable instead of the actual thickness. In this work, 

two thickness variations have been implemented, which are 6(~44 µm) and 12(~88 µm) 

layers. To conclude, 24 different devices for fabrication and measurement have been 

identified.  

Device fabrication: 

All devices were fully printed using the screen printer (AUREL 900PA) with conductive 

silver ink (DuPont PE819) and customized VO2 ink. The fabrication process is illustrated in 

Figure 5.7. The CPW line was first printed using conductive silver ink on the pre-cleaned 

sapphire substrate, as shown in Figure 5.7 (a). The thickness of the printed silver layer 

was around 4 µm, which is approximately five times that of the skin depth at 10 GHz. 

Therefore, one pass of printing was sufficient to ensure RF transmission on the silver 

traces. The printed silver was annealed at 200 °C in a vacuum oven for 1 hour to achieve 

an electrical conductivity of 1.8 e7 S/m. Next, the customized VO2 ink was screen-printed 

on the silver traces at the exact position for VO2 switches, where the alignment between 

the mask and the substrate is required. In the real mask, several alignment marks on the 

corners were inserted along with the CPW and VO2 layouts. Six or twelve passes of the 

VO2 film printing are conducted as shown in Figure 5.7 (b). An ink-drying process between 
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each pass of VO2 printing was achieved using a heat gun. Once all the layers were finished, 

the sample was transferred into a vacuum oven for 1 hour of annealing. Afterwards, the 

devices were ready for measurement. The fabricated device is shown in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.7. The printing process for the fully printed VO2 switch, including (a) printing of 

CPW trace and (b) printing of VO2 film. 
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Figure 5.8. The fabricated device 

Device measurement: 

The measurement of the VO2 switches was conducted in the RF measurement setup 

illustrated in Figure 5.9, where the PC is used to control the probe station and obtain the 

measured S-parameters from the VNA. In this work, the VO2 switch was thermally 

activated, which was realized using the thermal chuck. In addition, different from a MEMS 

switch, the printed VO2 switch has a continuous transition between the ON and OFF 

conditions under the thermal source. Therefore, it was imperative to model the VO2 

switch in its transition conditions. In this work, the measured results were recorded at 

eight temperature values: 20 (room temperature), 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 °C. 

Before the measurement, the VNA was calibrated with the SOLT technique to eliminate 
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the error from the RF cables and the RF probes. The measurement frequency range was 

from 10 MHz to 40 GHz with 5001 frequency points. 

 

Figure 5.9. RF measurement setup 

To conclude, a total of 192 measurements (24 VO2 switches multiplied by eight 

temperature values) with 5001 points in each measurement were made, which resulted 

in a total of 960,192 sets of data. Each set of data contained five input variables 

(frequency, width, length, thickness, and temperature) and eight outputs results 

(𝑆11, 𝑆21, 𝑆12, 𝑆22  in magnitude and phase). The diagram illustrating the input and the 

output is depicted in Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.10. Input and output diagram of the ANN model 

5.2.2 Data preparation 

Output format transformation: 

The measurement results derived in the first stage (as described in the previous section) 

are called “raw data”. In the raw data, the units of the five input variables are Hz for 

frequency, mm for width, µm for length, layers for thickness, and °C for temperatures. 

However, the output results (four S-parameters) are in the units of magnitude (dB) and 

angle, which are not appropriate to use in the ANN model. The reasons can be observed 

in Figure 5.11, which is a randomly picked 𝑆21 result from the raw data. For the phase plot 

shown in the figure, there are several abrupt value changes at the ± 180 boundaries. The 

data in the vicinity of these abrupt change points actually have similar phase responses, 

such as 179.9 and -179.9, whose difference is only 0.2. However, the difference is 359.8 

apart in terms of the value recorded in the raw data. Therefore, it is not suitable for ANN 

model training. For the magnitude dB plot shown in the figure, there are no abrupt value 
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changes, which is desired. However, since the ANN model treats the error value as a linear 

scale, the same error value indicates the degree of the error, which is clearly wrong for 

the magnitude dB plot shown in the figure. For example, the predicted 𝑆21 of 3 dB with 

the actual 𝑆21 of 0 gives the error of 3. The same error value can be derived from the 

predicted 𝑆21 of -43 dB and actual 𝑆21 of -40 dB. These two sets of data have the same 

errors for the ANN model; however, in reality, the first set shows a greater degree of error 

than the second set (0.5 versus 0.00005). It is, therefore, not appropriate to use 

magnitude in dB and phase as the format for the output results.  

 

Figure 5.11 Randomly picked measured 𝑆21 results from raw data 

If the same data set used in Figure 5.11 is plotted in real and imaginary format, no abrupt 

value change is observed, as shown in Figure 5.12. In addition, both the real and imaginary 

values are within the limit of {−1, 1}, which is actually beneficial for the training of the 

ANN model. 
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Figure 5.12. Representation of the same data set as in Figure 5.11 but in real-imaginary 

format. 

Therefore, the output S-parameters in the raw data need to be converted from magnitude 

in dB and angle to real and imaginary format. It is noted that this conversion is also 

achievable in the measurement stage by appropriately setting the VNA. 

Data de-embedding: 

The measurement of the VO2 switch is illustrated in Figure 5.13. Notably, there is some 

distance between the actual VO2 switch and the RF-probe landing point. In order to 

accurately model the VO2 switch (marked as B in the figure), the unnecessary CPW line 

blocks (marked as A in the figure) have to be de-embedded. The equation in Figure 5.13 

was utilized for the de-embedding, where [𝑹], [𝑨], [𝑩]  are the ABCD matrixes of the 

printed device, the CPW line, and the VO2 switch, respectively. 
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Figure 5.13. Two-dimensional illustration of the measurement of the VO2 switch and the 

equations for de-embedding. 

Data averaging: 

The layout of the VO2 switch shown in Figure 5.13 is symmetrical. Therefore, the S-

parameter can be described by 𝑆11 and 𝑆21because 𝑆11 equals 𝑆22 and 𝑆21 equals 𝑆12. To 

reduce the size of the ANN model, 𝑆11 and 𝑆21 are considered as the output. Reducing 

the model size is favorable for speeding up the model training speed. It is worth noting 

that in the real measurement, the value of 𝑆11 or 𝑆21 is not strictly identical to that of 𝑆22 

or 𝑆12 due to the non-systematic errors of the measurement setup and the unidentical 

landing points of RF probes. However, the difference between 𝑆11 and 𝑆22 or 𝑆21 and  𝑆12 
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is typically very small. To improve data accuracy, data averaging is conducted by averaging 

the original 𝑆11 and 𝑆22 and original 𝑆21 and 𝑆12 to the new 𝑆21 and the new 𝑆11. 

Data smoothing: 

Data smoothing is used to remove the noise from the data without deteriorating the 

accuracy of the database. The measured raw data is subjected to slight noise originating 

from the measurement equipment (VNA). Noise reduction helps reduce the overfitting 

problem during ANN model training. An example of data smoothing is shown in Figure 

5.14, where the black curve represents a small piece of data from the raw data, and the 

red curve indicates the same data after the smoothing using the Savitzky-Golay (savgol) 

method. In this work, the savgol method was utilized to perform smoothing for the output 

S-parameter values. 

 

Figure 5.14. An example of the smoothing of a piece of raw data. 
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Data scaling: 

The large values from input data and the output labels can significantly lower training 

speed or even cause convergence to fail. Therefore, it is imperative to scale down the 

data values, which can be done by normalization or standardization. Normalization 

rescales the data to a fixed range between -1 and 1. The equations for normalization and 

de-normalization are shown below: 

{
𝑥𝑖_𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝒙}

𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝒙} − 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝒙}
,                               𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖_𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝒙} − 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝒙}) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝒙}, 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

 

In contrast, after rescaling the data by standardization, the data have a Gaussian 

distribution with 𝜇 = 0 and 𝜎 = 1, where 𝜇 and 𝜎 represent the mean and the standard 

deviation from the mean, respectively. The equations for standardization and de-

standardization are shown below: 

{
𝑥𝑖_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛 =

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛{𝒙}

𝑠𝑡𝑎_𝑑𝑒𝑣{𝒙}
,                             𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛 ∗ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑣{𝒙} + 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛{𝒙},           𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

 

In this work, standardization was applied as data scaling because the data is more 

uniformly distributed with this scaling technique. Note that data scaling was performed 

for both the input variables and the output results. 
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Data shuffling: 

During the training process, the data should be shuffled before being fed into the neural 

network to avoid the impact of data order on model training. Data shuffling helps achieve 

a more generalized model and also accelerates convergence. In this work, randomization 

of the data was performed. 

5.3 Training of the ANN Model 

Once the data has been acquired and prepared, the next step is to train the ANN model. 

In section 5.3.1, the topology of the ANN model is presented. Afterward, the steps 

involved in optimizing the model’s parameters to minimize error are illustrated in section 

5.3.2. Finally, some of the results and discussions are given in section 5.3.3. 

5.3.1 ANN model topology 

After data preparation, the original input-output diagram of the model, shown in Figure 

5.10, is converted to the form as shown in Figure 5.15, where four outputs are generated 

from the model. A conventional two-layer neural network structure can be used for such 

a multi-output model, as shown in Figure 5.16. It can be seen that all neurons in the 

second layer are connected to all output neurons. However, some of the neurons in the 

second layer might have zero contribution to some neurons in the output layer, which 

means that the weights for such neurons’ outputs are zero. Taking the structure shown 

in Figure 5.16 as an example, the last two neurons in the second layer have no 

contribution to the first neuron in the output layer, as indicated by the red arrows in the 
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figure. Notably, this possibility also exists for the hidden layers. For example, the outputs 

of the first two neurons in the first hidden layer have no impact on the last neuron in the 

second hidden layer, as indicated by the yellow arrows in Figure 5.16. Therefore, the 

connections denoted by these yellow and red arrows are useless as they are dead 

connections. Although these de facto connections seem to be harmless in terms of 

functionality, they can significantly slow down the training speed, especially for large-

scale neural networks or when using a large amount of training data. This slowdown 

occurs because these redundant connections (weights) are also updated during the 

training process. In addition, these redundant connections can also reduce the 

convergence rate because weights that are supposed to have a value of zero may be 

erroneously updated so as to have non-zero values. 

 

Figure 5.15. New input-output diagram of the ANN model. 
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Figure 5.16. A typical ANN structure with multi-outputs. 

To mitigate this problem, a modified ANN structure is proposed, as shown in Figure 5.17. 

In this proposed structure, each of the output neurons only connect to a subset of the 

neurons in the previous layer. Similarly, neurons in hidden layers are divided into small 

groups, where only one group in the current layer is fully connected to only one group in 

the following layer and has no connections to other groups. This proposed ANN structure, 

shown in Figure 5.17,  is superior to the conventional one for the following reasons: 1) 

Since the connections (weights) are reduced to about one-fourth their original values, the 

training speed is expected to be four times higher; 2) If only one output’s performance is 

abnormal, the debugging and improvement for that output is much easier to implement 

by simply adding more neurons or more layers to that block; and 3) The convergence rate 
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is expected to be high because zero-weighted connections are already removed. 

Therefore, such an optimized structure is utilized in this modeling work. 

 

Figure 5.17. The proposed ANN structure. 

5.3.2 Parameter optimization 

“Parameters” refers to all the controllable factors during the training of the ANN model, 

which include the number of layers, the number of neurons, the AF of the neurons, the 

loss function, the ratio between the training and testing dataset, the epochs, the batch 
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size, and the optimizer. Despite a large number of parameters, the number of variations 

for each parameter is also broad. Therefore, it is extremely computationally expensive 

and time-consuming to perform all combinations. A feasible design of experiments (DoE) 

should be followed to reduce the number of combinations, which is explained in detail 

below. 

• Number of layers: A single layer is sufficient for linear regression problems. 

However, for the non-linear regression problems presented in this VO2 modeling 

work, a single layer is insufficient to describe the non-linear relationship between 

the inputs and outputs. Therefore, more than one layer is needed in this work. 

Note that either the number of layers or the number of neurons can control the 

complexity of an ANN. Therefore, the number of layers remained at two in this 

model, in which the complexity varies solely controlled by the number of neurons. 

• Number of neurons: In this work, eight different values of neuron numbers have 

been assessed: 5, 10, 15, 20,25,30,35, and 40. 

• AFs: Some AFs are not suitable for regression problems, including sigmoid and 

tanh AFs. Therefore, only those AFs that are suitable for regression problems have 

been selected for evaluation. The selected AFs are elu, relu, softplus, and 

exponential. 

• Loss functions: Percentage-based loss functions, such as MAPE and MSLE, are not 

appropriate for VO2 modeling problems because the percentage error is not of 

interest. Instead, the absolute difference is more useful and representative of 
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model accuracy. Therefore, two commonly used loss functions remained as 

candidates for selection: MAE and MSE. Since all the necessary steps (VNA 

calibration, de-embedding, averaging, and smoothing) in the data acquisition and 

processing stages have been implemented, the output results are already free 

from noise, which means that outlier data points are valid data and of equal 

importance to other data points. Therefore, MSE is the most suitable loss function 

as it does not ignore outliers. Thus, MSE is selected as the loss function. 

• Training- and testing-data rate: In this work, 70% of the total data has been 

allocated as training data and the remaining 30% has been set aside for testing the 

model. Note that the separation of the data is based on the unit of a single 

measurement result. This ensures that all the 5001 data points (frequency-sweep 

points) acquired during a single measurement are exclusively used either as 

training data or as testing data. Out of a total of 192 measurements (as mentioned 

in the previous section), 134 have been used for training, and 58 are used for 

testing. This indicates a total of 670,134 datasets as training datasets and 290,058 

datasets as testing datasets. 

• Epochs: The number of epochs is fixed at 200 to ensure sufficient training 

iterations to allow the training to reach the minimum error for all combinations. 

• Batch: In this work, the batch size is varied between 50 and 50010 to cover a wide 

range. Specifically, the batch size values are 50, 500, 5001, and 50010.  
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• Optimizer: The optimizer is the core of the model’s training process as it controls 

the update of the model. There is a wide range of usable optimizers. However, 

some second-order methods and their variations suffer from slow computation. 

Therefore, they are not widely used in practical applications. In this work, four 

optimizers (adam, adadelta, adagrad, and rmsprop) have been evaluated. 

To conclude, there are a total 512 combinations of parameters, which are summarized in 

Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Summary of parameter combinations 

Parameters under optimization Values 

Number of neurons 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 

Batch size 50010, 5001, 500, 50 

AF elu, relu, softplus, exponential 

Optimizer 
adam, adadelta, adagrad, 

rmsprop 

Total number of combinations: 512 

 

In this work, Python and TensorFlow2.0 have been utilized to train the ANN model. 

Python is a programing language and TensorFlow2.0 is a machine-learning library 

developed by Google. Note that there are 10 outputs for every combination during the 

training process, which are summarized in Table 5.3. Besides, since every epoch generates 

a set of output values, each output will contain 200 values for every combination, which 
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corresponds to a total of 200 epochs. For successful training, the output values listed in 

Table 5.3 are expected to decrease to a small number.  

Table 5.3 Summary of outputs for each combination 

Name of the output Comments 

Sxx_Re_loss The loss values of the output S11 real for training data 

Sxx_Im_loss The loss values of the output S11 imaginary for training data 

Sxy_Re_loss The loss values of the output S21 real for training data 

Sxy_Im_loss The loss values of the output S21 imaginary for training data 

Loss The summed loss for training data 

val_Sxx_Re_loss The loss values of the output S11 real for testing data 

val_Sxx_Im_loss The loss values of the output S11 imaginary for testing data 

val_Sxy_Re_loss The loss values of the output S21 real for testing data 

val_Sxy_Im_loss The loss values of the output S21 imaginary for testing data 

val_Loss The summed loss for testing data 

 

As mentioned above, every combination provides 10 outputs with 200 values in each 

output, whereas the total number of combinations is 512. It is, therefore, highly time-

consuming or even impossible to compute all combinations on a regular computer and 

compare these data with one another. To solve this problem, two parameters of the four 

shown in Table 5.2 are first kept the same and the other two are varied. After the analysis, 

the value of the two parameters that outperformed the others could be identified. By 

carrying these parameter values to the next stage by varying the remaining two 
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parameters, optimal combinations could then be identified, and, consequently, the 

optimal values for all four parameters can be obtained.  

In this work, the AF and the optimizer are first varied and evaluated, because the 

optimizer is more sensitive to the AF selections than to batch size and the number of 

neurons. In the first step, the batch size and number of neurons are set to 50 and 5, 

respectively. The plots of the results are shown in Figure 5.18 to Figure 5.21, which are 

for elu, relu, softplus, and exponential AFs. 

 

Figure 5.18. Comparison of four optimizers with elu AF. 
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In Figure 5.18, the loss values for the training data and testing data are plotted in the 

same figure for ease of comparison. Specifically, Figure 5.18 (a) plots the summed losses 

for the training data (black) and the testing data (red), whereas Figure 5.18 (b)–(d) plots 

the four individual losses for the training data (black) and testing data (red). In addition, 

each of the five sub-figures in Figure 5.18 contains four color-coded segments that 

represent four different optimizers: adam, adadelta, adagrad, and rmsprop. It is also 

noticeable that all the values are in the log of the loss value, as indicated by the y-axis 

labels. This is because the error value decreases to a very small number during the training 

process and becomes indistinguishable in a linear-scale plot. In Figure 5.18 (a), the author 

can observe a decrease in loss values with the increase of epochs for all the curves, which 

indicates successful training. Besides, for both adadelta and adagrad, the log of the final 

loss values for the testing data is about -0.3, whereas for adam and rmsprop, the values 

are about-1.3. Thus, it can be concluded that adam and rmsprop are superior to adadelta 

and adagrad, at least for the case of AF being elu. The performance of adam and rmsprop 

is similar. These observations made from the individual performance are shown in Figure 

5.18 (b)–(e). 
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Figure 5.19 Comparison of four optimizers with relu AF. 
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Figure 5.20 Comparison of four optimizers with softplus AF. 
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Figure 5.21 Comparison of four optimizers with exponential AF. 

For the cases of relu and softplus AFs, as shown in Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20, it can be 

observed that the adam and rmsprop are superior to adadelta and adagrad. Therefore, a 

general conclusion is drawn that adam and rmsprop are superior to adadelta and adagrad. 

Hence, adadelta and adagrad have not been utilized for future comparison.  

It is clear that exponential is the poorest performer out of these four AFs regardless of 

the optimizers used, as shown in Figure 5.21. Therefore, only the other three AFs are 

compared with the two optimizers. Since it is difficult to compare the results from the 

figures, a comparison table for these combinations is summarized in Table 5.4, where the 

log values after 200 epochs training are provided. The linear values for the total losses 

(val_loss) are also provided in the table. In this table, only the loss values for the testing 
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datasets are provided because they are more representative of the model’s level of 

generalization. As can be seen from the table, when the adam is employed as the 

optimizer, the relu has the highest total loss, 0.155, which is approximately two or three 

times higher than that of the other AFs. Similarly, when the rmsprop is employed as the 

optimizer, the total loss for relu is 0.234, which is approximately three or four times higher 

than that of the other two AFs. It is therefore concluded that the relu is inferior to the elu 

and softplus AFs. However, the other four combinations (adam+elu, adam+softplus, 

rmsprop+elu, rmsprop+softplus) are similar, with the combination of adam+softplus 

being slightly superior to the others. These four combinations are carried forward to the 

next comparison, where the batch size is also taken into consideration. 

Table 5.4 Comparison between different AFs and optimizers 

Log of the loss 

(linear of the loss) 

Adam Rmsprop 

elu relu softplus elu relu softplus 

val_loss 
-1.18 

(0.066) 

-0.81 

(0.155) 

-1.31 

(0.049) 

-1.22 

(0.06) 

-0.63 

(0.234) 

-1.13 

(0.074) 

val_Sxx_Re_loss -3.11 -2.59 -3.46 -3.02 -2.61 -3.47 

val_Sxx_Im_loss -1.75 -1.37 -1.82 -1.76 -1.21 -1.62 

val_Sxy_Re_loss -4.34 -4.12 -4.46 -4.77 -3.13 -4.31 

val_Sxy_Im_loss -2.59 -2.39 -2.74 -2.74 -2.14 -2.54 
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In this work, the batch size varies from 50, 500, 5001, and 50010. In the previous 

experiments, the smallest batch size of 50 has been assumed. Here, the other three values 

are also evaluated, and the results for all batch sizes are compared in Figure5.21, which 

contains five sub-figures in which the first sub-figure (Figure 5.22 (a)) is for the total loss 

and the individual losses for four outputs are shown in other sub-figures (Figure 5.22 (b)–

(e)). Each sub-figure contains four sets of plots, which indicate the different batch sizes, 

as labeled in the figure. Each set of plots also contains four plots corresponding to the 

four AF and optimizer combinations, which are also color-coded. By observing the total 

loss, it is found that the loss increased with larger batch sizes. For the batch size of 50010, 

it is observed that training is not complete within 200 epochs, indicating that a larger 

batch size requires more epochs and thus leads to longer training time. To conclude, the 

smallest batch size of 50 is the best performer with the given epochs of 200. Among the 

four AF and optimizer combinations with a batch size of 50, the combination of softplus 

and adam provides the lowest loss value, as marked with the green dashed line in Figure 

5.22 (a). In addition, the loss value for the training data (black curve) is also the lowest 

compared with the other combinations. Therefore, the best-performing AF, optimizer, 

and batch size are filtered out, which are softplus, adam, and 50, respectively. 
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Figure 5.22. Comparison between different batch sizes  
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So far, the number of neurons has remained constant at a value of 5 for all previous 

experiments. It is possible that the accuracy of the ANN model improves with increasing 

number of neurons. Figure 5.22 plots the comparison results of the loss value of the ANN 

models with different numbers of neurons, where the best AF, optimizer, and batch size 

derived from the above discussion are utilized. From Figure 5.22 (a), a clear trend of the 

total loss reduction can be observed from neurons numbers from 5 to 20. With neurons 

numbers above 25, performances began to vary and even deteriorate, which can also be 

observed from the four individual results shown in Figure 5.22 (b)–(e).  In Figure 5.22 (a), 

the lowest value is identified as -3 when the number of neurons is 30. Interestingly, all 

the lowest values for the four individual results shown in Figure 5.22 (b)–(e) have been 

obtained with a neuron number of 30, which are all marked with the black dashed lines 

in Figure 5.22. The figure indicates that the neuron number for all four individual outputs 

is 30, which is merely coincidental. For the ANN structure proposed in Figure 5.17, the 

neuron numbers for individual outputs can be different. 
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Figure 5.23. Comparison between different numbers of neurons 
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Although the optimum number of neurons is confirmed as 30, Figure 5.23 shows that the 

loss value does not decrease monotonically. The loss values reach the minimum after a 

certain number of epochs and then deflect upwards. The loss performance of the testing 

data with a neuron number of 30 as shown in Figure 5.23 is replotted in Figure 5.24 for 

ease of observation. In Figure 5.24, it can be observed that the minimum values for all 

five curves are located at around 40 epochs. The values start to increase after 40 epochs, 

which is an indication of the beginning of overfitting. Therefore, training should cease at 

40 epochs. 

 

Figure 5.24. The loss values of the proposed model with a neuron number of 30 

At this stage, the optimization of parameters are complete. The optimized parameters 

have been summarized in Table 5.5. Some metrics are also summarized in Table 5.6, 
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where the Pearson correlation coefficient 𝑟 is another term used in statistics to describe 

the performance of the model. The closer the value of 𝑟 is to 1, the more accurate the 

model. The complete Python code is given in Appendix 3. 

Table 5.5. A summary of the optimized model 

Parameters/metrics Value 

Number of layers 2 

Number of neurons in each layer 30 

Batch size 50 

AF Softplus 

Optimizer Adam 

Loss function MSE 

Epochs 40 

Percentage of training data 70 

Percentage of testing data 30 
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Table 5.6. A summary of the metrics 

Parameters/metrics Value 

Log of loss value / Pearson correlation 

coefficient of Sxx_Re (testing dataset) 
-4.906 / 0.994 

Log of loss value / Pearson correlation 

coefficient of Sxx_Im (testing dataset) 
-3.348 / 0.978 

Log of loss value / Pearson correlation 

coefficient of Sxy_Re (testing dataset) 
-6.433 / 0.998 

Log of loss value / Pearson correlation 

coefficient of Sxy_Im (testing dataset) 
-4.566 / 0.992 

Log of summed loss value (testing data) -2.908 

 

5.3.3 Comparison of results and discussion 

So far, the model’s parameters have been confirmed and the model has been trained 

successfully, as detailed in the previous section. Now, the predicted results can be plotted 

and compared with the measured results. It is noted that there are two groups of datasets: 

the training dataset and the testing dataset. Since the training dataset is used for training 

purpose, it is expected that the predicted results from the model for the training dataset 

are excellent. (It can also be observed from Figure 5.23). Therefore, only the dataset for 

the testing purpose (testing dataset) will be used for comparison, since the model has 

never seen this set of data, the comparison of the predicted and the measured results will 
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truly unfold the capability of the ANN model. The total number of the testing dataset is 

58, it is thus not possible to plot all testing datasets. Here, only some of the comparisons 

are presented, as shown in Figure 5.25 to 5.28, which cover different switch widths, 

switch lengths, switch thicknesses, and the temperatures. Each figure contains four 

subfigures, which represent the real part of Sxx, the imaginary part of Sxx, the real part 

of Sxy, and the imaginary part of Sxy, respectively. Sxx means S11 or S22 as they are 

identical, and Sxy means S12 or S21 as they also identical. As can be seen from these figures, 

the predicted results are quite close to the real measurement results in various conditions. 

This is a good outcome and is expected because the total error value, shown in Table 5.6, 

is as low as 0.0012 (10-2.908). Some discrepancies between the predicted results and the 

measured results are observed, however, the differences are very minor, and therefore 

can be neglected. At this point, the ANN model is ready to be used by the wider RF-

designer community without the detailed knowledge of printed VO2 switches. 
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Figure 5.25. The measured and predicted S-parameters with width =0 .8 mm, length = 

0.1 mm, thickness = six layers, and temperature = 50 °C 

 

Figure 5.26. The measured and predicted S-parameters with width = 1 mm, length = 0.1 

mm, thickness = six layers, temperature = 50 °C 
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Figure 5.27. The measured and predicted S-parameters with width = 1 mm, length = 

0.15 mm, thickness = six layers, temperature = 80 °C 

 

Figure 5.28. The measured and predicted S-parameters with width = 0.8 mm, length = 

0.1 mm, thickness = 12 layers, temperature = 90 °C 
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5.4 Co-simulation of ANN and EM Models  

After the verification of the ANN model, it is imperative to show its utility for practical 

reconfigurable RF component designs in microwave simulators. In this section, as a proof 

of concept, we show the design of a reconfigurable filter that benefits from the co-

simulation of VO2 switch via the ANN model and the filter in microwave simulator 

Advanced Design System (ADS). 

The flowchart of the co-simulation is outlined in Figure 5.29. The schematic or layout 

design of the reconfigurable component is represented by the green block shown on the 

left of Figure 5.29. The size of the switch, i.e., the width, the length, the thickness, as well 

as the temperature values can be adjusted by the designers. Once the co-simulation 

begins, the size and temperature information will be sent to the Python environment 

through Datalink. It is noted that Datalink is an ADS add-on component and some special 

configurations are required to establish a communication channel between ADS and 

Python, which can be found in Appendix 4. A customized Python program (in Appendix 4) 

has been developed to receive the size and temperature information from the ADS. Then 

the program will load the previously-trained VO2 switch model and generate the 

associated S-parameter file based on the input size and temperature information. The 

generated S-parameter file will be loaded by ADS. Then the reconfigurable circuit can be 

simulated just like a regular circuit simulation process. Based on the simulated results, the 

designers can adjust the circuit and VO2 switch and re-run the simulation, which again 

repeat the co-simulation process. It is noted that the data transfer between ADS 
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environment and Python environment is real-time and in background. The designers are 

not required to have any knowledge of Python, and all the switch adjustments can be 

done in ADS. 

 

Figure. 5.29. Flowchart of co-simulation 

Since the purpose is only to prove the co-simulation capability, a simple T-resonator with 

ideal transmission line is used as an example in this section. The schematic circuit of the 

T-resonator is shown in Figure 5.30, where the VO2 switch block is placed on the T-section 

of the resonator, shown as “X1” in the figure. When the switch is in the OFF condition, 

the signals cannot pass through the switch and thus the T-section is only composed of the 

transmission line “Section1”, which in this example has a length of 60 mm. However, 

when the switch is turned ON, the RF signals can pass the switch and bridge “Section2” 

to the transmission line “Section1”. The T-section is then composed of both “Section1” 

and “Section2”, which makes the total length to be equal to 80 mm. The length of the T-
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section controls the resonant frequency. Therefore, by controlling the switch, the 

resonant frequency can be controlled consequently. For our VO2 switch, the ON and OFF 

condition is controlled by the temperature. The temperature as well as the other design 

parameters of the switch are easily adjustable in the switch block, as shown in Figure 5.31. 

 

Figure 5.30 The ADS schematic circuit of T-resonator with VO2 switch block 
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Figure 5.31. The VO2 switch block and the four variables for the switch 

In this example, Sapphire (εr = 9.3) has been used as a substrate with a thickness of 650 

µm. According to Table 5.1, the signal width and the gap of the four CPW transmission 

line are all kept 0.4 mm and 0.1 mm to maintain a 50 Ω of characteristic impedance. The 

switch width of 1.2 mm, length of 0.1 mm, and thickness of 14 layers is selected for this 

demonstration. The temperature for ON condition and OFF condition are set to 20 °C and 

80 °C, respectively. It is noted that other switch size and temperature values can also be 

used and in this example. 

The performance of the T-resonator with the switch in ON and OFF conditions is shown 

in Figure 5.32. The performance of the T-resonator with the ideal switch in ON and OFF 

conditions is also plotted in the same figure for comparison purpose. When the switch is 

in ON condition, the T-resonator resonates at a lower frequency of 0.85 GHz as can be 
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seen in Figure 5.32 (b). When the switch is in OFF condition, the T-resonator shifts up its 

resonant frequency to around 1.2 GHz. This proves the successful co-simulation between 

the switch ANN model and the filter EM model. It is also noted that the curve of S 

parameter in both ON and OFF conditions are not identical to the ideal case. This is 

expected because the VO2 switch is not ideal. However, the two resonant frequencies in 

both switching conditions are almost the same, which proves the switching functionality 

of the VO2 switch. 

 

Figure 5.32. Co-simulation result of the T-resonator with switch model in both 

conditions. The simulation result of the ideal switch in both ON and OFF conditions are 

also plotted. (a) represents S11 and (b) represents S21.  

The switch with the width of 1.2 mm, length of 0.1 mm, thickness of 14 layers and 

temperature of 20 °C & 80 °C has been demonstrated in our simple example. Other values 

can also be used in the co-simulation. As a proof, some of the simulation results with 

different switch sizes and temperatures are plotted in Figure 5.33. 
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Figure 5.33. Co-simulation result of the T-resonator with three randomly picked switch 

sizes and temperatures. S11 results are shown in (a) and S21 results are shown in (b). 

Three combinations are marked in legend as (width/length/thickness/temperature) 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work 

Future wireless applications such as wearable devices and IoT sensor nodes impose very 

stringent requirements on RF components, such as small form factors, light-weight, low 

cost, mechanical flexibility and frequency-reconfigurability, etc. However, most existing 

frequency-reconfigurable methods, such as switch-based (PIN diode, MEMS) solutions or 

capacitive varactor-based solutions, are expensive and non-flexible. In this work, the 

above-mentioned problems have been addressed through the development of additively 

manufactured (inkjet printing and screen printing) VO2 switches. The fully printed VO2 

switches are flexible, low in cost (~ USD one cent), simple to build, and light in weight and 

are thus suitable for the advanced reconfigurable RF designs. As a proof of concept, a fully 

printed reconfigurable bandpass filter employing VO2 switches has been demonstrated in 

this thesis. Finally, a ML-based ANN model has been developed for the VO2 switch. Some 

important conclusions from this work and potential future work has been summarized in 

the following sections. 

6.1 Inkjet-printed VO2 RF Switch 

Additive manufacturing has become an important fabrication method due to its unique 

advantages over the conventional subtractive manufacturing especially for the 

microwave industry. Many inkjet-printed microwave components, such as antennas, 

filters, waveguides, etc., have been demonstrated in the literatures. However, the RF 

switch, which is the key element for any reconfigurable microwave circuit, has never been 
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fully printed. In chapter 3, the complete fabrication and characterization processes of the 

inkjet-printed VO2 based RF switches have been introduced in detail. The MIT material 

VO2 has a relatively low metal-insulator transition temperature (68 °C), and that is why it 

has been used in this work. After the successful development of the VO2 ink, a customized 

recipe for the inkjet printer has been built and optimized to achieve consistent ink jetting, 

which includes the optimization of firing voltage, jetting waveform, etc. Two different 

types of VO2 switches—specifically, series RF switches and shunt RF switches—have been 

designed, fabricated, and characterized to cover the two different application scenarios 

(“normally ON” and “normally OFF”). Both types of the switches demonstrate good 

performance (IL: 1 dB for shunt switch and 3 dB for series switch) which is comparable to 

other RF switch works. The IL of the printed series switch is higher than that of the printed 

shunt switch, which is expected because the series switch width is much smaller as 

compared to that of the shunt switch. In addition, two switching mechanisms (thermal 

triggering and electrical triggering) have also been studied for both switch types, and both 

mechanisms work fine with similar performance. A switching speed of 400 ns is recorded 

under electrical triggering, which is comparable to, or even better than the other 

literature works. This switching speed is satisfactory for most reconfigurable applications. 

However, further reducing the switching speed is possible by scaling down the switch. In 

addition, although the Sapphire substrate has been used as the substrate for the RF 

switch, other flexible substrates can also be used for the printing of the VO2 switch.  
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Overall, the low-cost, easily fabricable RF switches with decent performance in both 

switching configurations and triggering mechanisms have been presented in chapter 3. 

6.2 Fully Printed Reconfigurable Filter Based on VO2 Switch 

In chapter 4, the design and characterization of a reconfigurable filter employing a printed 

VO2 switch has been presented in detail. To author’s best knowledge, this is the first 

demonstration of a reconfigurable filter which is fully printed. As compared to other non-

printed reconfigurable filters, the proposed filter features high mechanical flexibility and 

lower fabrication cost because the flexible Kapton substrate and the high-speed screen-

printing process has been used. As another commonly used additive manufacturing 

process, the screen-printing process has the additional advantage of ultra-fast fabrication 

speed, which is more attractive for industry-level fabrication. The successful 

demonstration of VO2 switch with screen printing technique indicates that other additive 

manufacturing processes can also be used for printing this switch. For the reconfigurable 

filter, a low-order filter (second order) with a special open-ended dual-mode resonator is 

designed that takes into account the high loss and high porosity factor due to the printed 

silver. Considering that the proposed filter is targeting wearable and IoT applications 

where the size minimization is of importance, meandering traces concept has been 

applied to the filter which has resulted in a very small electrical size of 0.0357 λg
2. The 

resultant filter showed frequency reconfigurability between two distinct operating 

frequency bands (4 and 3.75 GHz) with a decent IL of only 2.6 dB for both bands. The 

result is comparable to some other non-reconfigurable printed filters and reconfigurable 
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non-printed filters in the literatures. As mentioned above, this filter is intended to be 

utilized in wearable or IoT applications, therefore its flexibility is also critical. In this work, 

the filter has been evaluated under different bending conditions with various bending 

radii repeatedly, and it is shown that RF performance under all bending conditions is 

indistinguishable and aligns with the simulation results. All the above-mentioned 

promising results reveal that the proposed filter is qualified to be used in the wearable or 

IoT applications where low-cost, high-flexibility, compact size, large production volume 

are the first priorities. The filter can be scaled easily for varying substrate properties or 

different frequency bands.  

6.3 Modeling of the Fully Printed VO2 Switches Using an ANN 

In chapter 3 and chapter 4, the printed VO2 switch and its practical application in a 

reconfigurable filter has been presented. However, an accurate while versatile switch 

model is required by other designers for simulations in the CAD tools. For this purpose, 

the development of a novel ANN-based model for the printed VO2 switch has been fully 

studied in chapter 5. It is noted that a wide range of input-controllable parameters need 

to be included in the model to ensure its versatility. For the ANN-based model, a large set 

of the measured data is required for the model training purposes. However, fabricating 

and testing too many VO2 switches in different sizes and temperatures is not feasible. 

Therefore, only 192 datasets combinations have been fabricated and tested to cover the 

most commonly used size and temperature ranges. It is noted that more number of 

combinations can be fabricated and tested, but at the expense of much more fabrication 
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and testing time. In regard to the neural network model, where its hyperparameters and 

topology are not optimized in most works in literatures, the proposed ANN-based model 

uses a different topology and has conducted a systematic hyperparameter optimization 

process for the given dataset. It is noted that all the hyperparameters such as AF, number 

of neurons, epochs, etc., are crucial for the accuracy of the model, which is typically 

ignored by other ANN modeling works. In this work, the model with the optimized 

hyperparameters has achieved a much better accuracy as compared to the non-optimized 

models.  It is noted that only 70% of the dataset has been utilized to train the ANN model, 

whereas the remaining 30% of the dataset is used for evaluating the trained model. The 

accuracy of the model, which is quantified as the mean squared error value for the testing 

dataset is only 0.0003. Specifically, the accuracy in terms of mean squared error for the 

four individual outputs, i.e., real and imaginary parts of S11 and S21, are 1.24×10-5, 4.49×10-

4, 3.69×10-7, and 2.72×10-5, respectively. As another measure of the accuracy, the 

correlation coefficients for these four outputs for test datasets are 0.994, 0.978, 0.998, 

and 0.992, respectively. Such results indicate that the ANN model for the VO2 switch is 

highly accurate and can be used for reconfigurable RF designs. It is noted that higher 

accuracy is possible with more measurement datasets at the expense of more time 

required for device fabrication and testing. Lastly, the effort of co-simulation between the 

Python coded ANN-based switch model and the circuit model in ADS simulator has been 

made. Both the schematic and layout-level circuit can be co-simulated with the proposed 

ANN model. 
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6.4 Future Work 

Although a complete study of the printed VO2 switch for reconfigurable RF applications 

has been conducted and promising results have been achieved, the performance can be 

further enhanced. Some suggestions are given in this section. First, the VO2 switch has 

demonstrated a maximum ON/OFF ratio of around 300. This ON/OFF ratio value is 

acceptable for the RF applications (such as presented in this dissertation) with careful 

optimization steps to achieve decent results. However, higher ON/OFF ratio can not only 

improve the performance of the switch but also the performance of the reconfigurable 

components which utilize these switches. The improvement of the ON/OFF ratio is largely 

related to the physical properties of the VO2 ink, which has to be tackled in the initial VO2 

nanoparticle synthesis stage. This requires more work on chemical experiments and 

material characterization. Second, a trend of RF performance degradation can be 

observed for the VO2 switch at the frequency around 40 GHz. It is expected that the 

performance of the switch for higher frequency ranges may further degrade, until it 

becomes unusable. Further development could be done to enhance the frequency of 

operation of the switch. For example, high porosity and surface roughness of the VO2 film 

could be one of the reasons. However, these two issues are commonly observed in the 

printed electronics. Mitigating the high porosity of the VO2 film can be challenging, where 

different VO2 ink formulations, printer settings, or sintering conditions can have a big 

impact. Third, as an example for the VO2 switch application, a reconfigurable filter has 

been demonstrated in chapter 4. However, only two ink materials, i.e., silver and VO2, are 
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involved. For real applications of the fully printed systems where multiple electrical 

components are integrated, other materials can also be used, such as the dielectric ink 

(SU-8), semiconductor ink (carbon nanotube), or other functional inks. The compatibility 

of the VO2 ink with other types of inks must be studied beforehand. It is possible that 

printing a layer of another ink material on top of the VO2 film, or vice versa, can greatly 

degrade the performance of the switch. Therefore, a capping layer or protective layer 

might be required for the VO2 switch, where the compatibility of the protective layer and 

the VO2 switch should be studied. Fourth, in regard to the modeling of the VO2 switch 

presented in chapter 5, it is easily noticed that only four design variables are included, 

which are switches thickness, width, length, and temperature. As a continuation of the 

VO2 switch modeling work for the future, other parameters can also be included in the 

model, such as the substrate thickness, substrate dielectric properties, input RF power, 

etc. However, it is expected that the model accuracy may degrade and the complexity of 

the model may increase. Therefore, more advanced modeling structures might need to 

be developed.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 VO2 Nanoparticles Preparation 

Chemicals used: As they were received without further purification, the following 

chemicals were used: vanadium (IV) oxide sulfate hydrate (VOSO4·xH2O, Sigma-Aldrich, 

97% anhydrous), urea (NH2CONH2, Fisher Scientific), hydrazine hydrate (N2H4, Sigma-

Aldrich, reagent grade, 50–60%), oleic acid [CH3(CH2)7CH = CH(CH2)7COOH, technical 

grade, 90%], 2-methoxyethanol (C3H8O2, Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%), 

chlorobenzene (C6H5Cl, ACS reagent, 99.5%), ethanol (absolute, VWR Chemicals).  

Preparation of VO2 Nanoparticles: Prior to ink-formulation, VO2 nanoparticles were 

prepared by solution process[111]. In a typical synthesis process, 2.445 g vanadium (iv) 

oxide sulfate hydrate (0.1 M) was dissolved in 150 ml DI water, followed by the addition 

of 1.8 g urea. The resultant mixture was mixed well, and then 0.9 ml hydrazine hydrate 

(10% hydrazine hydrate solution in water) was added drop-wise, with stirring. The final 

solution was then transferred into a 200 ml PPL high-temperature polymer-liner-based 

hydrothermal autoclave reactor. The reaction temperature was set at 260 °C for 24 h. 

After the completion of the reaction, the resultant black color precipitate was washed 

with water and ethanol and then dried in a vacuum at 70 °C for 6 h. 
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Appendix 2 Characterization Equipment 

The electron microscope images of the surface and the cross-section of the samples were 

taken using a Zeiss Merlin Gemini Field Emission SEM. In lens mode and analytical mode 

were used during imaging to secure clear images. The thickness of the printed VO2 and 

silver layers were examined using a surface profilometer from Veeco Dektak 150. A 

Summit semi-automated shielded probing station from Cascade Microtech Inc. was 

utilized to probe the sample and conduct the DC and RF measurement. A B2912A 

precision source and measurement unit from Keysight Technologies was used for DC 4-

wire Kelvin resistance measurement. For RF measurement, RF probe I-40-A and 

impedance standard substrate (ISS) 101-190 from Cascade Microtech Inc. were used and 

calibrated before device measurement using Wincal XE 4.5 software. The VNA from 

Keysight Technologies was used for the RF measurement. For electrically triggered VO2 

switch evaluation, bias tee K252 from Anritsu was utilized. Furthermore, the B2912A from 

Keysight Technologies was used as the current source. In the switching-speed assessment 

setup, the current pulse was also stimulated from B2912A, and the bias tee is the same 

K252 from Anritsu. The continuous sinusoidal waveform was generated by the 33622A 

waveform generator from Keysight Technologies. The oscilloscope DSOX2002A from 

Keysight Technologies was used to monitor the input trigger and output waveform. 
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Appendix 3 Complete Python Code of the ANN Model 

import skrf as rf 
import pathlib 
import numpy as np 
import tensorflow as tf 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from scipy.signal import savgol_filter 
import sys 
 
IS_FIRST_TIME_RUN=False 
SMOOTHING=True 
DROP_DATA=False 
RANDOM_FREQUENCY_SEQUENCE=False 
RANDOM_SAMPLE_SEQUENCE=True 
 
Dropped_Label=[3e10,[0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8],0.15,12,[20,40,50,60]] 
String_Path='Data/','Data/Original_0/','Data/AV_1/','Data/DE_2/','half length.s2p','Raw_Data.csv','Raw_Data.npy' 
String_InOut_Label='Frequency','Width','Length','Thickness','Temperature','Sxx_Re','Sxx_Im','Sxy_Re','Sxy_Im' 
NuVar=np.array([2,-1,70,200,0,-1,3,-1,-1,-1,-1,10,10]) 
def S2P_AV(inPath,FILENAME,outPath): 
    Touchstone = rf.Network(inPath+FILENAME) 
    AV_Sxx=(Touchstone.s[:,0,0]+Touchstone.s[:,1,1])/2 
    AV_Sxy=(Touchstone.s[:,0,1]+Touchstone.s[:,1,0])/2 
    Touchstone.s[:,0,0]=AV_Sxx 
    Touchstone.s[:,1,1]=AV_Sxx 
    Touchstone.s[:,0,1]=AV_Sxy 
    Touchstone.s[:,1,0]=AV_Sxy 
    Touchstone.write_touchstone(filename=outPath+FILENAME) 
     
def DEEMBED(inPath,FILENAME,outPath): 
    halflength=rf.Network(inPath+String_Path[4]) 
    tobedeembedded=rf.Network(inPath+FILENAME) 
    deembedded=halflength.inv**tobedeembedded**halflength.inv 
    deembedded.write_touchstone(filename=outPath+FILENAME) 
     
def step_1(inPath,outPath): 
    NuVar[1] = len(rf.Network(String_Path[1]+String_Path[4]).s[:,0,0]) 
    basepath= pathlib.Path(inPath) 
    for item in basepath.iterdir(): 
        if item.is_file(): 
            S2P_AV(inPath,item.name,outPath) 
 
def step_2(inPath,outPath): 
    basepath= pathlib.Path(inPath) 
    for item in basepath.iterdir(): 
        if item.name!=String_Path[4]: 
            DEEMBED(inPath,item.name,outPath) 
             
def step_3a(inPath,FILENAME): 
    Touchstone = rf.Network(inPath+FILENAME) 
    Frequency=Touchstone.f 
    Sxx_Re=np.real(Touchstone.s[:,0,0]) 
    Sxx_Im=np.imag(Touchstone.s[:,0,0]) 
    Sxy_Re=np.real(Touchstone.s[:,0,1]) 
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    Sxy_Im=np.imag(Touchstone.s[:,0,1]) 
 
    if 'C1' in FILENAME:Width=np.repeat(1.2,NuVar[1]) 
    if 'C2' in FILENAME:Width=np.repeat(1.0,NuVar[1]) 
    if 'C3' in FILENAME:Width=np.repeat(0.8,NuVar[1]) 
    if 'C4' in FILENAME:Width=np.repeat(0.6,NuVar[1]) 
    if 'C5' in FILENAME:Width=np.repeat(0.4,NuVar[1]) 
    if 'C6' in FILENAME:Width=np.repeat(0.2,NuVar[1]) 
    if 'R1' in FILENAME:Length=np.repeat(0.1,NuVar[1]) 
    if 'R2' in FILENAME:Length=np.repeat(0.15,NuVar[1]) 
    if 'Thick' in FILENAME:Thickness=np.repeat(12,NuVar[1]) 
    if 'Thin' in FILENAME:Thickness=np.repeat(6,NuVar[1]) 
    if 'RT' in FILENAME:Temperature=np.repeat(20,NuVar[1])   
    if '40' in FILENAME:Temperature=np.repeat(40,NuVar[1])     
    if '50' in FILENAME:Temperature=np.repeat(50,NuVar[1])   
    if '60' in FILENAME:Temperature=np.repeat(60,NuVar[1])      
    if '70' in FILENAME:Temperature=np.repeat(70,NuVar[1])   
    if '80' in FILENAME:Temperature=np.repeat(80,NuVar[1])     
    if '90' in FILENAME:Temperature=np.repeat(90,NuVar[1])   
    if '100' in FILENAME:Temperature=np.repeat(100,NuVar[1])   
 
    Single_array=np.vstack((Frequency,Width,Length,Thickness,Temperature, 
                            Sxx_Re,Sxx_Im,Sxy_Re,Sxy_Im)) 
    return Single_array 
 
def step_3b(inPath): 
    basepath= pathlib.Path(inPath) 
    FIRST_TIME_step3b=True 
    for item in basepath.iterdir(): 
        if ('R1' in item.name) or ('R2' in item.name): 
            Datasingle=step_3a(inPath, item.name) 
            if  FIRST_TIME_step3b: 
                Datacombined=Datasingle 
                FIRST_TIME_step3b=False 
            else: 
                Datacombined=np.hstack((Datacombined,Datasingle))   # or use np.append(Datacombined,Datasingle,axis=1)  
    np.save(String_Path[0]+String_Path[6],Datacombined) 
    return Datacombined 
 
def step_3c(): 
    if IS_FIRST_TIME_RUN: 
        step_1(String_Path[1],String_Path[2]) 
        print('Finish Averaging.') 
        step_2(String_Path[2], String_Path[3]) 
        print('Finish Deembedding.') 
        Data_Raw_pre=step_3b(String_Path[3]) 
        print('Finish data integration and writing the data as CSV into the working folder.') 
    else:   
        Data_Raw_pre=np.load(String_Path[0]+String_Path[6]) 
        NuVar[1]=len(np.unique(Data_Raw_pre[0])) 
        print('Successfully retrieve the Raw data from CSV file.') 
    return Data_Raw_pre 
 
Data_Raw_pre=step_3c() 
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def step4a(Data_Raw): 
     
    if SMOOTHING: 
        Nu_sample=int(Data_Raw.shape[1]/NuVar[1]) 
        NuVar[5]=int(NuVar[1]/5) 
        if NuVar[5] % 2==0: NuVar[5]=NuVar[5]+1 
        for i in range(Nu_sample): 
            
Data_Raw[5,i*NuVar[1]:(i+1)*NuVar[1]]=savgol_filter(Data_Raw[5,i*NuVar[1]:(i+1)*NuVar[1]],NuVar[5],NuVar[6]) 
            
Data_Raw[6,i*NuVar[1]:(i+1)*NuVar[1]]=savgol_filter(Data_Raw[6,i*NuVar[1]:(i+1)*NuVar[1]],NuVar[5],NuVar[6]) 
            
Data_Raw[7,i*NuVar[1]:(i+1)*NuVar[1]]=savgol_filter(Data_Raw[7,i*NuVar[1]:(i+1)*NuVar[1]],NuVar[5],NuVar[6]) 
            
Data_Raw[8,i*NuVar[1]:(i+1)*NuVar[1]]=savgol_filter(Data_Raw[8,i*NuVar[1]:(i+1)*NuVar[1]],NuVar[5],NuVar[6])     
 
    if DROP_DATA: 
        for i in range(len(Dropped_Label)): 
            if type(Dropped_Label[i])==str: pass 
            elif type(Dropped_Label[i])==list: 
                for j in range(len(Dropped_Label[i])): 
                    z=[] 
                    for k in range(Data_Raw.shape[1]): 
                        if Dropped_Label[i][j]==Data_Raw[i,k]:z.append(k) 
                    Data_Raw=np.delete(Data_Raw,z,1) 
            else: 
                z=[] 
                if i==0: 
                    for k in range(Data_Raw.shape[1]): 
                        if Dropped_Label[i] < Data_Raw[i,k]:z.append(k) 
                    Data_Raw=np.delete(Data_Raw,z,1) 
                else: 
                    for k in range(Data_Raw.shape[1]): 
                        if Dropped_Label[i] == Data_Raw[i,k]:z.append(k) 
                    Data_Raw=np.delete(Data_Raw,z,1)    
 
    NuVar[10]=len(np.unique(Data_Raw[0])) 
    NuVar[7]=len(Data_Raw[0])/NuVar[10] 
     
    if RANDOM_FREQUENCY_SEQUENCE: 
        for i in range(NuVar[7]): 
            np.random.shuffle(np.transpose(Data_Raw[:,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]])) 
     
    if RANDOM_SAMPLE_SEQUENCE: 
        a=np.zeros(Data_Raw.shape) 
        s=np.random.permutation(NuVar[7]) 
        for i in range(NuVar[7]): 
            a[:,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]=Data_Raw[:,s[i]*NuVar[10]:(s[i]+1)*NuVar[10]] 
        Data_Raw=a 
    return Data_Raw 
 
def norm(DataDF,option): 
    if option == 0: return DataDF 
    else: 
        Data_Raw_max=np.amax(Data_Raw,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_min=np.amin(Data_Raw,axis=1) 
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        Data_Raw_mean=np.mean(Data_Raw,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_std=np.std(Data_Raw,axis=1) 
        a_max=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_max,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_min=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_min,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_mean=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_mean,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_std=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_std,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
 
        if option==1: x= (DataDF-a_min)/(a_max-a_min) 
        if option==2: x= (DataDF-a_mean)/a_std 
         
        for i in range(Data_Raw.shape[0]): 
            if a_max[i,0]==a_min[i,0]: x[i]=DataDF[i] 
    return x 
 
def denorm(DataDF,option): 
    if option == 0: return DataDF 
    else: 
        Data_Raw_max=np.amax(Data_Raw,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_min=np.amin(Data_Raw,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_mean=np.mean(Data_Raw,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_std=np.std(Data_Raw,axis=1) 
        a_max=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_max,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_min=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_min,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_mean=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_mean,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_std=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_std,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
 
        if option==1: x=DataDF*(a_max-a_min)+a_min 
        if option==2: x=DataDF*a_std + a_mean 
         
        for i in range(Data_Raw.shape[0]): 
            if a_max[i,0]==a_min[i,0]: x[i]=DataDF[i] 
    return x 
 
def step_4b(Data_Raw): 
     
    NuVar[8]=int(round(NuVar[7]*NuVar[2]/100)) 
    NuVar[9]=NuVar[7]- NuVar[8] 
    if NuVar[9]==0: sys.exit() 
    if NuVar[8]==0: sys.exit() 
     
    Data_Norm=norm(Data_Raw,NuVar[0]) 
 
    Data_Norm_Train=Data_Norm[:,: NuVar[8]*NuVar[10]] 
    Data_Norm_Test=Data_Norm[:, NuVar[8]*NuVar[10]:] 
 
    Data_Norm_Train_Input=Data_Norm_Train[:5,:] 
    Data_Norm_Test_Input=Data_Norm_Test[:5,:] 
     
    Data_Norm_Train_Output_Sxx_Re=Data_Norm_Train[5,:] 
    Data_Norm_Train_Output_Sxx_Im=Data_Norm_Train[6,:] 
    Data_Norm_Train_Output_Sxy_Re=Data_Norm_Train[7,:] 
    Data_Norm_Train_Output_Sxy_Im=Data_Norm_Train[8,:] 
     
    Data_Norm_Test_Output_Sxx_Re=Data_Norm_Test[5,:] 
    Data_Norm_Test_Output_Sxx_Im=Data_Norm_Test[6,:] 
    Data_Norm_Test_Output_Sxy_Re=Data_Norm_Test[7,:] 
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    Data_Norm_Test_Output_Sxy_Im=Data_Norm_Test[8,:]     
     
    returned_tuple=(Data_Norm_Train_Input,Data_Norm_Train_Output_Sxx_Re,Data_Norm_Train_Output_Sxx_Im, 
                    Data_Norm_Train_Output_Sxy_Re,Data_Norm_Train_Output_Sxy_Im, 
                    Data_Norm_Test_Input,Data_Norm_Test_Output_Sxx_Re,Data_Norm_Test_Output_Sxx_Im, 
                    Data_Norm_Test_Output_Sxy_Re,Data_Norm_Test_Output_Sxy_Im) 
 
    return  returned_tuple 
Data_Raw=step4a(Data_Raw_pre) 
Data_Norm_Tuple=step_4b(Data_Raw) 
 
 
Nu_neurons=30                                       ## ii 
Batch_size=50           ## jj 
AF='softplus'                               ## kk 
Optimizer='adam'        ## ll 
ca=np.zeros((0,10)) 
 
def Build_model(): 
    model_input=tf.keras.Input(shape=(Data_Norm_Tuple[0].shape[0],),name='Input_Variables') 
    model_Sxx_Re_a=tf.keras.layers.Dense(Nu_neurons, activation=AF,name='Sxx_Re_a')(model_input) 
    model_Sxx_Re_b=tf.keras.layers.Dense(Nu_neurons, activation=AF,name='Sxx_Re_b')(model_Sxx_Re_a) 
    model_Sxx_Re=tf.keras.layers.Dense(1,name='Sxx_Re')(model_Sxx_Re_b)             
    model_Sxx_Im_a=tf.keras.layers.Dense(Nu_neurons, activation=AF,name='Sxx_Im_a')(model_input) 
    model_Sxx_Im_b=tf.keras.layers.Dense(Nu_neurons, activation=AF,name='Sxx_Im_b')(model_Sxx_Im_a) 
    model_Sxx_Im=tf.keras.layers.Dense(1,name='Sxx_Im')(model_Sxx_Im_b)             
    model_Sxy_Re_a=tf.keras.layers.Dense(Nu_neurons, activation=AF,name='Sxy_Re_a')(model_input) 
    model_Sxy_Re_b=tf.keras.layers.Dense(Nu_neurons, activation=AF,name='Sxy_Re_b')(model_Sxy_Re_a) 
    model_Sxy_Re=tf.keras.layers.Dense(1,name='Sxy_Re')(model_Sxy_Re_b)            
    model_Sxy_Im_a=tf.keras.layers.Dense(Nu_neurons, activation=AF,name='Sxy_Im_a')(model_input) 
    model_Sxy_Im_b=tf.keras.layers.Dense(Nu_neurons, activation=AF,name='Sxy_Im_b')(model_Sxy_Im_a) 
    model_Sxy_Im=tf.keras.layers.Dense(1,name='Sxy_Im')(model_Sxy_Im_b) 
     
    model=tf.keras.Model(inputs=model_input,outputs=[model_Sxx_Re,model_Sxx_Im,model_Sxy_Re,model_Sxy_Im]) 
    tf.keras.utils.plot_model(model, String_Path[0]+'_Shuai_model_structure.png', show_shapes=True) 
    model.compile(loss='mse',optimizer=Optimizer)  
     
    return model 
 
def Train_model(): 
    history = Shuai_model.fit(               
        
np.transpose(Data_Norm_Tuple[0]),[Data_Norm_Tuple[1],Data_Norm_Tuple[2],Data_Norm_Tuple[3],Data_Norm_Tup
le[4]], 
        epochs=NuVar[3], 
        
validation_data=(np.transpose(Data_Norm_Tuple[5]),[Data_Norm_Tuple[6],Data_Norm_Tuple[7],Data_Norm_Tuple[8]
,Data_Norm_Tuple[9]]), 
        verbose=1,batch_size=Batch_size) 
    return history 
 
def plot_history(history): 
    global ca 
    h = history.history 
   
    fig, axes = plt.subplots(2, 2) 
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    fig.set_figwidth(15) 
    fig.set_figheight(5) 
    axes[0,0].set_title('Sxx_Re_loss') 
    axes[0,1].set_title('Sxx_Im_loss') 
    axes[1,0].set_title('Sxy_Re_loss') 
    axes[1,1].set_title('Sxy_Im_loss') 
 
    axes[1,0].set_xlabel('Epoch') 
    axes[1,1].set_xlabel('Epoch') 
 
    axes[0,0].plot(np.log(np.asarray(h['Sxx_Re_loss'])),label='Train')  
    axes[0,0].plot(np.log(np.asarray(h['val_Sxx_Re_loss'])),label='Test')  
    axes[0,1].plot(np.log(np.asarray(h['Sxx_Im_loss'])),label='Train')  
    axes[0,1].plot(np.log(np.asarray(h['val_Sxx_Im_loss'])),label='Test')  
    axes[1,0].plot(np.log(np.asarray(h['Sxy_Re_loss'])),label='Train')  
    axes[1,0].plot(np.log(np.asarray(h['val_Sxy_Re_loss'])),label='Test')  
    axes[1,1].plot(np.log(np.asarray(h['Sxy_Im_loss'])),label='Train')  
    axes[1,1].plot(np.log(np.asarray(h['val_Sxy_Im_loss'])),label='Test')    
    axes[0,0].legend() 
    axes[0,1].legend() 
    axes[1,0].legend() 
    axes[1,1].legend() 
 
    fig.suptitle('2L_Plotted log 
value..Neuron='+str(Nu_neurons)+'..AF='+AF+'..Optimizer='+Optimizer+'..Batchsize='+str(Batch_size)) 
    plt.savefig(String_Path[0]+'2L_Plotted log 
value..Neuron='+str(Nu_neurons)+'..AF='+AF+'..Optimizer='+Optimizer+'..Batchsize='+str(Batch_size)+'.png') 
    ca=np.stack((np.log(np.asarray(h['Sxx_Re_loss'])),np.log(np.asarray(h['Sxx_Im_loss'])), 
                  np.log(np.asarray(h['Sxy_Re_loss'])),np.log(np.asarray(h['Sxy_Im_loss'])), 
                  np.log(np.asarray(h['loss'])), 
                  np.log(np.asarray(h['val_Sxx_Re_loss'])),np.log(np.asarray(h['val_Sxx_Im_loss'])), 
                  np.log(np.asarray(h['val_Sxy_Re_loss'])),np.log(np.asarray(h['val_Sxy_Im_loss'])), 
                  np.log(np.asarray(h['val_loss'])) 
                  ),axis=1) 
    plt.show() 
 
Shuai_model=Build_model() 
history=Train_model() 
plot_history(history) 
 
np.save(String_Path[0]+'2L_20200410_a.npy',ca) 
np.savetxt(String_Path[0]+'2L_20200410_a.csv',ca,fmt='%.10f') 
 
def plot_comparison(Nu_train,Nu_test): 
    Data_Pred_Testset_Normed=Shuai_model.predict(np.transpose(Data_Norm_Tuple[5])) 
    
Data_Pred_Test=denorm(np.vstack((Data_Norm_Tuple[5],Data_Pred_Testset_Normed[0][:,0],Data_Pred_Testset_Nor
med[1][:,0], 
                                     Data_Pred_Testset_Normed[2][:,0],Data_Pred_Testset_Normed[3][:,0])),NuVar[0]) 
    Data_Pred_Trainset_Normed=Shuai_model.predict(np.transpose(Data_Norm_Tuple[0])) 
    
Data_Pred_Train=denorm(np.vstack((Data_Norm_Tuple[0],Data_Pred_Trainset_Normed[0][:,0],Data_Pred_Trainset_N
ormed[1][:,0], 
                                     Data_Pred_Trainset_Normed[2][:,0],Data_Pred_Trainset_Normed[3][:,0])),NuVar[0])     
    Data_Orin_Test=Data_Raw[:, NuVar[8]*NuVar[10]:] 
    Data_Orin_Train=Data_Raw[:,: NuVar[8]*NuVar[10]]         
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    if Nu_test>NuVar[9]: 
        print('Too much test comparison!') 
        sys.exit() 
    if Nu_train>NuVar[8]: 
        print('Too much train comparison!') 
        sys.exit() 
    for i in range(Nu_train): 
        fig, axes = plt.subplots(2, 2) 
        fig.set_figwidth(10) 
        axes[0,0].set_title('Sxx_Re') 
        axes[0,1].set_title('Sxx_Im') 
        axes[1,0].set_title('Sxy_Re') 
        axes[1,1].set_title('Sxy_Im') 
        axes[1,0].set_xlabel('Frequency(GHz)') 
        axes[1,1].set_xlabel('Frequency(GHz)') 
        
axes[0,0].plot(Data_Pred_Train[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Pred_Train[5,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]
],'.',markersize=1,label='predicted') 
        
axes[0,0].plot(Data_Orin_Train[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Orin_Train[5,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]
],'.',markersize=1,label = 'measured') 
        
axes[0,1].plot(Data_Pred_Train[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Pred_Train[6,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]
],'.',markersize=1,label='predicted') 
        
axes[0,1].plot(Data_Orin_Train[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Orin_Train[6,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]
],'.',markersize=1,label = 'measured') 
        
axes[1,0].plot(Data_Pred_Train[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Pred_Train[7,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]
],'.',markersize=1,label='predicted') 
        
axes[1,0].plot(Data_Orin_Train[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Orin_Train[7,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]
],'.',markersize=1,label = 'measured') 
        
axes[1,1].plot(Data_Pred_Train[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Pred_Train[8,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]
],'.',markersize=1,label='predicted') 
        
axes[1,1].plot(Data_Orin_Train[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Orin_Train[8,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]
],'.',markersize=1,label = 'measured') 
        axes[0,0].legend() 
        axes[0,1].legend() 
        axes[1,0].legend() 
        axes[1,1].legend() 
        fig.suptitle('Trainset!'+String_InOut_Label[1] +'=' +str(Data_Orin_Train[1,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[2] +'=' 
+ 
                      str(Data_Orin_Train[2,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[3] +'=' 
+str(Data_Orin_Train[3,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[4] + 
                      '=' +str(Data_Orin_Train[4,i*NuVar[10]])) 
        plt.savefig(String_Path[0]+ 
                    'Trainset_'+String_InOut_Label[1] +'=' +str(Data_Orin_Train[1,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[2] +'=' + 
                    str(Data_Orin_Train[2,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[3] +'=' 
+str(Data_Orin_Train[3,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[4] + 
                    '=' +str(Data_Orin_Train[4,i*NuVar[10]])+ 
                    'Batchsize='+str(32)+'Neurons='+str(20)+'.png') 
        plt.show() 
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    for i in range(Nu_test): 
        fig, axes = plt.subplots(2, 2) 
        fig.set_figwidth(10) 
        axes[0,0].set_title('Sxx_Re') 
        axes[0,1].set_title('Sxx_Im') 
        axes[1,0].set_title('Sxy_Re') 
        axes[1,1].set_title('Sxy_Im') 
        axes[1,0].set_xlabel('Frequency(GHz)') 
        axes[1,1].set_xlabel('Frequency(GHz)') 
        
axes[0,0].plot(Data_Pred_Test[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Pred_Test[5,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]],
'.',markersize=1,label='predicted') 
        
axes[0,0].plot(Data_Orin_Test[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Orin_Test[5,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]],'
.',markersize=1,label = 'measured') 
        
axes[0,1].plot(Data_Pred_Test[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Pred_Test[6,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]],
'.',markersize=1,label='predicted') 
        
axes[0,1].plot(Data_Orin_Test[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Orin_Test[6,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]],'
.',markersize=1,label = 'measured') 
        
axes[1,0].plot(Data_Pred_Test[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Pred_Test[7,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]],
'.',markersize=1,label='predicted') 
        
axes[1,0].plot(Data_Orin_Test[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Orin_Test[7,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]],'
.',markersize=1,label = 'measured') 
        
axes[1,1].plot(Data_Pred_Test[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Pred_Test[8,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]],
'.',markersize=1,label='predicted') 
        
axes[1,1].plot(Data_Orin_Test[0,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]/10**9,Data_Orin_Test[8,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]],'
.',markersize=1,label = 'measured') 
        axes[0,0].legend() 
        axes[0,1].legend() 
        axes[1,0].legend() 
        axes[1,1].legend() 
         
        fig.suptitle('Testset!'+String_InOut_Label[1] +'=' +str(Data_Orin_Test[1,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[2] +'=' + 
                      str(Data_Orin_Test[2,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[3] +'=' 
+str(Data_Orin_Test[3,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[4] + 
                      '=' +str(Data_Orin_Test[4,i*NuVar[10]])) 
        plt.savefig(String_Path[0]+ 
                    'Testset_'+String_InOut_Label[1] +'=' +str(Data_Orin_Test[1,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[2] +'=' + 
                    str(Data_Orin_Test[2,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[3] +'=' 
+str(Data_Orin_Test[3,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[4] + 
                    '=' +str(Data_Orin_Test[4,i*NuVar[10]])+ 
                    'Batchsize='+str(32)+'Neurons='+str(20)+'.png') 
        plt.show()    
         
    for i in range(Nu_train): 
        eachcsv1=np.transpose(Data_Orin_Train[:,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]) 
        eachcsv2=np.transpose(Data_Pred_Train[:,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]) 
        eachcsv=np.concatenate((eachcsv1,eachcsv2),axis=1) 
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savename='Trainset_'+String_InOut_Label[1]+'='+str(Data_Orin_Train[1,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[2]+'='+str(D
ata_Orin_Train[2,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[3]+'='+str(Data_Orin_Train[3,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[4]
+'='+str(Data_Orin_Train[4,i*NuVar[10]]) 
        np.savetxt(String_Path[0]+savename+'.csv',eachcsv,fmt='%.10f') 
 
    for i in range(Nu_test): 
        eachcsv1=np.transpose(Data_Orin_Test[:,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]) 
        eachcsv2=np.transpose(Data_Pred_Test[:,i*NuVar[10]:(i+1)*NuVar[10]]) 
        eachcsv=np.concatenate((eachcsv1,eachcsv2),axis=1) 
        
savename='Testset_'+String_InOut_Label[1]+'='+str(Data_Orin_Test[1,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[2]+'='+str(Dat
a_Orin_Test[2,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[3]+'='+str(Data_Orin_Test[3,i*NuVar[10]])+String_InOut_Label[4]+'='
+str(Data_Orin_Test[4,i*NuVar[10]]) 
        np.savetxt(String_Path[0]+savename+'.csv',eachcsv,fmt='%.10f') 
 
plot_comparison(NuVar[11],NuVar[12]) 
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Appendix 4. Python Code and ADS Code Used for Co-simulation 

Pre-configuration of Datalink: 

1. Install latest Datalink on top of the latest ADS. The current latest Datalink version 

is 3.0. The current latest ADS version is 2020 update 2.2 

2. Move the file pip.exe from $Program 

Folder$\ADS2020\datalink\2020.05\python3.6.3\bin\scripts to $Program 

Folder$\ADS2020\datalink\2020.05\python3.6.3\bin 

3. Run Command Prompt as administrator, then direct to the folder $Program 

Folder$\ADS2020\datalink\2020.05\python3.6.3\bin 

4. Install the required packages using the following command: 

Pip install tensorflow 

Pip install scikit-rf 

5. Run  

import tensorflow  

import skrf  

6. then run  

exit() 
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7. If no error message pops up, the installation is finished. 

ADS command:  

results=dl_python("Shuai_model_export.py",s_width,s_length,s_thickness,s_temperatu

re) 

Python code: 

import ads 
import numpy as np 
import tensorflow as tf 
import skrf as rf 
 
n,s=ads.get() 
 
String_InOut_Label='Frequency','Width','Length','Thickness','Temperature','Sxx_Re','Sxx_Im','Sxy_Re','Sxy_Im' 
Shuai_model=tf.keras.models.load_model('Saved_model') 
Data_Orin_Train=np.load('Data_Orin_Train.npy') 
Data_Orin_Test=np.load('Data_Orin_Test.npy') 
 
zz=np.stack((Data_Orin_Test[0,:5001], 
             np.repeat(n[0],5001), 
             np.repeat(n[1],5001), 
             np.repeat(n[2],5001), 
             np.repeat(n[3],5001), 
             np.ones(5001), 
             np.ones(5001), 
             np.ones(5001), 
             np.ones(5001)))       # the last four are just dump arrays just for norm 
 
Data_Orin_combined=np.concatenate((Data_Orin_Train,Data_Orin_Test),axis=1)        # only for calculating paramters for 
norm/denorm 
def norm(DataDF,option):   #if option==1:normalization, the range is fixed between 0 and 1 (or -1 to 1) 
                           #if option==2: doing standarization, so that the distribution has zero mean and std of 1 
                           #if option=0: doing nothing. 
    if option == 0: return DataDF 
    else: 
        Data_Raw_max=np.amax(Data_Orin_combined,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_min=np.amin(Data_Orin_combined,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_mean=np.mean(Data_Orin_combined,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_std=np.std(Data_Orin_combined,axis=1) 
        a_max=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_max,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_min=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_min,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_mean=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_mean,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_std=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_std,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
 
        if option==1: x= (DataDF-a_min)/(a_max-a_min) 
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        if option==2: x= (DataDF-a_mean)/a_std 
         
        for i in range(Data_Orin_combined.shape[0]): 
            if a_max[i,0]==a_min[i,0]: x[i]=DataDF[i] 
    return x 
 
def denorm(DataDF,option): 
    if option == 0: return DataDF 
    else: 
        Data_Raw_max=np.amax(Data_Orin_combined,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_min=np.amin(Data_Orin_combined,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_mean=np.mean(Data_Orin_combined,axis=1) 
        Data_Raw_std=np.std(Data_Orin_combined,axis=1) 
        a_max=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_max,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_min=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_min,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_mean=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_mean,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
        a_std=np.transpose(np.tile(Data_Raw_std,(DataDF.shape[1],1))) 
 
        if option==1: x=DataDF*(a_max-a_min)+a_min 
        if option==2: x=DataDF*a_std + a_mean 
         
        for i in range(Data_Orin_combined.shape[0]): 
            if a_max[i,0]==a_min[i,0]: x[i]=DataDF[i] 
    return x 
 
zz_norm_input=norm(zz,2)[:5,:] 
zz_norm_output=Shuai_model.predict(np.transpose(zz_norm_input)) 
zz_denorm_output=denorm(np.vstack((zz_norm_input, 
                                   zz_norm_output[0][:,0], 
                                   zz_norm_output[1][:,0], 
                                   zz_norm_output[2][:,0], 
                                   zz_norm_output[3][:,0] 
                                   )), 
                        2) 
 
Sxx=zz_denorm_output[5,:]+1j*zz_denorm_output[6,:] 
Sxy=zz_denorm_output[7,:]+1j*zz_denorm_output[8,:] 
Smatrix=np.array([[Sxx,Sxy],[Sxy,Sxx]]).T 
z0=np.full((5001,2),50+0.j) 
freq=rf.Frequency(0.01,40,5001,unit='ghz') 
b=rf.Network(frequency=freq,s=Smatrix,z0=z0,name='tryit') 
b.write_touchstone('switch_model.s2p') 
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